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Towards a Bright Future
by Ulrich, Germany

“W ell, son, glad to see you back! How was it
down on old planet Earth this time? Any grand
archaeological discoveries?”
Father settled back on his energy cushion that
made it look as i f he were levitating and looked
at his son expectantly.
John simply said: “Just look at this!” and
switched his 3D-holographic recorder on. A
miniature scene appeared in the middle o f the
lounge. It showed an excavation site. Then a
close-up o f a decayed box containing electronic
bits. A shrivelled hand clutching a couple o f
metal cylinders. Some thin whitish sheets with
swirls on them.
“So?” said his father. “W hat’s so exciting about
that?”
“W ell, don’t you see, dad? That’s wood! That box
is made o f wood!”
“N o kidding! The last bit o f wood I remember
seeing was when my grandfather showed me a
pre historic match stick with a sulphur head. A
fam ily treasure. Stems from the times before we
emigrated to Mars. That box there must be a
good 2000 years old!”
“ 1787 years, to be precise. Almost 1800 years
ago. B y the time reckoning o f that civilization it
was the year 2250. The date appears on these
sheets with swirls on them. Our experts
managed to decipher the swirls. It’s writing! On
paper! By hand! No thought recording devices
yet!”
“Congratulations, son, really a lucky strike! Did
you dig that up yourself?”
“Yes I did, and I ’m writing my doctor’s thesis on
it, too. From the other loose bits and paper
stacks we found, we could tell that they had
some strange cult then. There was a priesthood
running the planet, the Church o f the Holy
Snake. Their emblem was two triangles with a
snake winding through them. The same snake
was used on the paper money they had then.
Apparently they had elevated banking to a

spiritual discipline. The priesthood was run by
witches on a hereditary line. The first of their
Grand Witches was called Muscaff, so they were
named Musical-Witches since. Apparently there
were heretic groups as well, working under
ground. The witches suppressed them.”
“And what’s all that got to do with this box?”
“It seems that they did some mental cleansing
process by means o f it. Had to do with
re-arranging messed-up energy fields and disso
nances. They tried to straighten out their fields.
And they had to write it all up and give it to the
priesthood. Some excavations show that people
had accumulated up to twenty paper packs that
way!”
“How primitive, isn’t it?” Father shook his head
in disbelief. “Talk about the ’good old days’ —
gee, am I glad to be living today! Imagine the
poor sods back then — they had to use wooden
boxes and paper to get straight! Thanks to Big
Brother E. T. we have no need o f that today —
we take theta showers! Puts you all in the right
and proper frame o f mind. As it should be. No
need to think thoughts any more, let alone
dissonant ones.”
“ Right”, said John. “Which reminds me — could
I quickly take a theta shower? I feel a bit
unsettled after this teleportation trip to home
planet.”
“Sure, go ahead — just one last question: What
are these metal cylinders and how come this
hand is so shrivelled up?”
“Well, as much as we know at this point they
used these bits o f tin pipe and the electronics in
the boxes to create the field needed to pick up
disturbances in their own field. That’s the sort
o f engineering typical o f the times before Big
Brother E. T. bestowed his Superior Knowledge
upon us.” ( A t this point both reverently touched
the scarcely visible antenna-knobs on their
skulls.) “The shrivelled hand presents a bit of a
mystery, though — apparently the guy
imploded.”
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“ Imploded?”
“Yes. They shrunk to death. W e found many
corpses in this condition, all dating back to
pretty much the same time span. Apparently,
after an initial boost o f expansion, they went
extinct. They exploded into the world and then
they imploded. A ll o f them! The Church of
Snake as well as the heretics. M y professor
thinks the clue to it lies in the last words
written on a sheet o f paper next to the
shrivelled hand. The writing suddenly breaks
o ff after it says: ’Misunderstood words breed
strange ideas'. It seems they misunderstood
some basic concepts and instead o f expanding
further, they shrank to nothing as a movement
and in the case o f individual practitioners, they
actually shrivelled up. An implosion effect. “
“ I don’t get this”, said father. “How can you ever
misunderstand a word? Didn’t they get all the
right definitions beamed at them like we do?
Th at’s what one has a knob on one’s skull for,
after all!”
“W ell, they didn’t have those knobs then! A t
least we didn’t find a trace o f them on those
mummies. They had to actually think thoughts
then. Each their own thoughts!”
“Unthinkable!” gasped father.
“And imagine, in their days the word ‘theta’
meant something entirely different from today!
Perhaps this is where the misunderstandings
crept in that exterminated their culture. To
them, “theta’ meant something like ‘free
thought’.”
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“That’s preposterous!” snorted father. “Small
wonder they didn’t survive! ’Free thought' —
what a notion!”
“Well, that isn’t all there is to it yet. After
wiping out the heretics the Muscaff-Witches
decided to set themselves o ff from them and
re-defined ‘theta’ to mean “the end to advance
ment’. They even trademarked that definition.
So the more they practiced their can-end-paper
rituals the more they retrograded, shrunk and
shrivelled up. As I said before, they died of
mental implosion.”
“By the knob on my skull!” growled father,
“what a lot o f nonsense! Since B ig Brother E. T.
we know what “theta’ means and there is no
need to discuss the matter any further! Big
Brother E. T. has given us the correct definition
of it and there was no other definition before
that nor w ill there be one ever after, and if any
one says so, it’s a lie! You know as well as I do
that ‘theta’ means Thought Elimination Tech
nology Association, that it’s the senior spiritual
and administrative body in our society and that
without it our civilization would crumble to
bits.”
“B u t ...”, started Zonk.
“No buts! You have been doing too much think
ing ever since you came back from that cursed
planet, son. You’d better go and take your theta
shower real quick now! And brush that knob on
your skull, w ill you?”
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Goals suggestions
B y IV y ’s readers, in much of the world
Here are answers sent in to the
question on goals, in IV y 14s
questionnaire.: “What is your
idea o f a possible goal fo r the
group?”. We quote verbatim —
in some cases answers refer to
other answers .
To promote the role o f Scn/Dn
in society.
W ide application of Scn tech
nology in the world.
Third dynamic togetherness
and forming or renewing o f
ARC. Inspiration to use L R H ’s
Techs. Knowledge and confir
mation of us working towards
a more advanced, non-physi
cal, less troubled universe.

then be to research
expand the Tech.

and

A 6th dynamic goal widely
acceptable to the public.
As 1 and 2. A new credibility
for usable aspects.

Achieving a stable, defined,
attainable upper bridge and
making the whole bridge
available to as many people as
possible.
To increase readership.
To develop and maintain a
free comm network on theta
lines and grant beingness to
all terminals.
To help all people to reach
their goals.

Increased comm, and accep
tance of differing forms o f
working.

To continue to pursue the free
ing of theta and the encour
agement o f more ARC between
members.

Prim e goal — to widen the
horizons o f members — plus
other goals.

First dynamic clear for group
individuals.
To put the tech into practical
usage. Discuss separately.

Something akin to the (C o f S)
Mission network; groups o f
people meeting together on a
regular basis at one another’s
homes to share ideas and use
their knowledge o f Tech to
help one another, on a more or
less informal and non-profit
basis.
The primary goal should be to
“survive and prosper as a
group”. A further goal would

another to

The goal should be oriented to
wards growth. A strategy for
the development o f our service
and training.
To clear the planet.

To expand the viewpoints o f
“independents”
and create
A R C between members.

Communication to pool and
advance all Knowledge, past
and present.

Then help one
achieve that.

Getting together and Bringing
together.
U K — tech available on N a
tional Health Service: Abroad
— something similar.
Getting each human being in
touch with whatever tech is
most immediately helpful to
that human being.
Differentiate
between
purpose/goal — across all
an
dynamics, then — find purpose
and or goal for each group
member across all dynamics.
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Expanded ARC in IVy and in
“the world”.
To offer oneself and to offer
possible means to others for
spiritual survival in this
M EST universe.
Goal should be: spiritual free
dom. Purpose: To inform on
how and why the LRH audit
ing tech cam be used to
improve progress towards the
goal.
Help oneself and others.
Perhaps better advice and
guidance on what to choose for
self-improvement; but who has
the truth, let alone a compre
hensive view?
The stated ones in “M y Phi
losophy” .
Create
a
club
where
people/auditors that use scien
tology cleanly can exchange
comm.

To stay in touch, be helpful,
considerate — as a good begin
ning. Then time will show.
See my most recent article: we
need an admin scale for scien
tology.
Spiritual Enlightenment, reso
lution o f the accumulation of
the past incidents that one has
gathered over millennia and is
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still carrying with one. (The
symbol H shows where the
author started a new pa ra 
gra ph ) First, dialogues (ex 
changes) on what the game
and its goals should be. For
me, to find and clarify “what I
am up to”, and to align my in
tentions and actions. And to
increase my capacity for pleas
ure in a wider range o f experi
ence. *F or example, can I
learn to be arrogant, or snivel
ling, or malevolent? To experi
ence
these
kinds
of
beingnesses, as well as magna
nimity or saintliness? *11W hat I
like the most is everyday ap
plication o f scn. principles. My
article “Release o f backflow...”
is a good example. Generalities
tend to turn me off. Take

any concept, “suppression”, for
example. To have a good grasp
o f what this is, I’d have to be
come aware o f how it works in
m y daily life, and then handle
it. How does it work against
me? How can someone intimi
date me, or get me to agree I ’m
a nobody nothing?

Professional application of our
philosophy,
co-operation,
keeping ARC lines in and
maybe promoting some com
mon advancement.
A summation o f what works —
a better bridge.
Freedom, full OT, wow!!
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Sharing: Joy, for one and all,
clarity, acceptance and allow
ing.
E ditorial note: answers in
this sort o f box are those we
have not received from read
ers who possibly have not sent
them in. Unfortunately we
did not have space enough for
all in that category. However,
do not despair. There w ill be
more space in future issues, so
we would encourage those
with further ideas for goals to
send them in. They are a bit
easier for others to under
stand i f we get them and p rin t
them. In that form they are
more likely to inspire others.
It is also quite alright to send
in more suggestions. Ed._____

a

Green on Goals
B y Stanley Green, England
I am prim arily w riting to congratulate you on
tw o excellent articles in the November 1993
issue o f IV y (No. 14), and in particular the arti
cle on Goals and IV y on p. 7.
Since the early 1980’s when it became apparent
that all was not well with the Church, and
Independent movements began springing up
around the world, we have watched with almost
complete disbelief as groups subsequently fell
apart, sometimes with an individual within the
Group actively destroying it whilst maintaining
how righ t they were in their actions.
In light o f the above, could I suggest that the
P R IM A R Y G O A L o f the Group should be to
“S u rv iv e a n d P ro s p e r w h ilst m aintaining
the basic prin ciples a n d Tech. o f Scientol
ogy.” Thus, any decline in the Group’s prosper
ity or survival should be looked at very thor
oughly and very quickly.

gone off in different directions and with most
claiming various degrees o f success with their
particular brand o f Tech. Now the last thing i
would want is someone trying to set a “Group”
Goal along one o f these particular directions. I
think it is very im portant that any G ro u p
Goals must be general enough to b e fully
acceptable to A L L m em bers o f the G roup.
Within the General Group there will obviously
be numbers o f individuals with further common
goals, (eg, appraising different types of Meter,
or looking into some aspect o f the “Upper L ev
els”) and providing such Goals do not run con
trary to those of the Group as a whole, I see no
reason why they should not pursue them, but
u nd er no circumstances should they b e
allow ed to be put fo rw a rd a s the G ro u p ’s
Goals unless they a re general enough to be
fully acceptable to A L L m em bers o f the
Group.

Other Goals
To me, a bit o f a mess seems to have occurred in
the “Upper Levels” with independents having
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Whither, Scientology?
by Ulrich, Germany

Throwing an item like “let’s find a goal for the
group” into the arena o f discussion (Antony in
IV y 14) is, I think, a grand gesture. I should
like to congratulate the editor on his courage.

Organisation is senior
As some specific points in Antony’s article
incited me to write this one, I shall actually
quote him (without any intention to be critical
though — by quoting him I am just indicating
what sparked me off). H e says: “W e are strong
to the degree we are in communication.” This is
true insofar enforced withholds w ill weaken the
communication lines o f a group. And that is the
situation o f free scientology indeed. But i f there
were no fear o f the CofS and no withholds —
would communication alone result in strength?
I doubt it. Communication certainly would
establish a certain level o f ARC, but ARC, as we
know, ranges between plus 40 and minus 40 on
the tone scale. “A R C ” doesn’t mean that just
because people communicate, they are nice to
each other. An intense communication like the
one observed in Yugoslavia over the past few
years, for example, didn’t result in a strength
ening o f the country but in its destruction.
Y e t despite that and undaunted by it, any good
scientologist w ill be positive that the ARC
triangle, if handled with care, will help to raise
a person on the tone scale. Fair enough. Now
supposing one made plentiful communication
happen between non CofS scientologists, what
would be the result? A friendly understanding.
Granting o f beingness. Mutual acceptance. And
then what? Does this create strength by itself?
It doesn’t. But it helps. Because communication
is the key ingredient to organisation and ad
ministration, to competence and KRC.
I could wholeheartedly agree to Antony’s state
ment i f it read: “W e are strong to the degree we
are organized.” Because organization implies
communication.

Are shamans auditors?
Next point: who is “we”? Antony’s answer:
“people who agree on some basic principles,

which I regard as scientology.” What basic prin
ciples, may I ask? What is it that makes a sci
entology auditor different from a psychologist, a
shaman, a reiki healer? And indeed, referrals to
psychotherapy, shamanism and “esoteric” heal
ing techniques are not unfrequent in IVy. This
is fine. There is nothing wrong with looking
over the fence to see how the next guy grows his
cabbage. But are the terms “auditing” and “sci
entology” still justified once “foreign elements”
are incorporated in the application o f the sub
ject?
The philosophical and theoretical umbrella
provided by scientology is so wide that pretty
much anything under the sun can be explained
with reference to it. Perhaps we cannot (as yet)
teach our preclears to walk over hot lava or run
spikes through their cheeks (standard feats at a
jolly old shaman meeting), but we can at least,
in terms of theory, explain what’s happening
there. Is shamanism scientology then? Are
shaman healers auditors? I f not — why not?
What basic principles add up to what we regard
as scientology? Much as the Axioms and
Factors are a mode of describing and explaining
spiritual phenomena, they are not “owned” by
scientology. Hubbard found them, he did not
invent them. You show them to a Hawaiian
Huna healer and he’ll just yawn and say, “well I
knew that all along”. So please: what is it that
makes auditors different from other practitio
ners?

Clearing the planet
Then Antony refers to an entity he calls “the
group”. He wonders i f “we as a group, those
interested in LR H ’s philosophy and tech, have a
common goal now” and reminds us o f the old
battle-cry of “Clear the Planet!”, a group
amalgamation device he thinks has gone stale
with excessive use. Stale? Well, quite! A fter all,
it’s a rather ancient one. Not a novel idea at all
and certainly not a prerogative o f the CofS or
other Hubbard-disciples. Since old Gautama
Buddha made up his mind “to relieve all
sentient beings from suffering”, clearing the
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planet has been the favourite pastime o f many
religions large and small — just witness Roman
Catholicism, Islam and the American W ay of
Life. Even Maharishis’s Transcendental M edi
tation movement boasts a Spiritual W orld Gov
ernment! Therefore, stale or not, those who are
into clearing the planet live in a fairly classy
neighbourhood, even i f the CofS happened to be
located across the street.
I f scientology were to reduce its aspirations to
merely becoming a “nice therapy” , it would lose
its spirit and be licked for good. Isn’t it a
degrading thing for an upright thetan to need
auditing at all? A good lot o f TR-0 should do the
job! That it doesn’t, should be no reason to
introvert into the case-handling aspects o f sci
entology. There’s more to be had: admin and
ethics know-how.

Who is “free scientology”?
Now, is there such a “group” at all? I can’t see
it. 14 issues o f IV y have evidenced the fact that
“free scientology” is not carried forward by a
unified or homogeneous group but consists of
many separate ones. Some o f them wouldn’t
even dare admit they are using scientology. O f
course, one can’t write that word on one’s
shingle1 these days, for legal reasons, but at
least to the people in one’s shop one can refer to
one’s sources. However, this is not always done.
So where is this group the spirits o f which
Antony wishes to evoke and address?
A group is defined by the game it agrees on, its
gam e again by its admin scale: goals, purposes,
rules, procedures, ideal scenes, statistics, prod
ucts. Does the CofS have an admin scale
beyond that o f the imperialistic expansion of
their imagined monopoly? Do they have an
admin scale with regard to scientology itself1
Does anyone else have one? I wonder.
Those who were breastfed in the CofS got it
with each gulp until it penetrated their system
to the last fiber: “Thou shalt not do anything
that isn’t written by LRH .” Period. End o f
admin scale. N ow that some o f us are weaned
off, a process that took a good ten years, we
seem to look around wondering what to do with

1
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our freedom. Scientology obviously is more
than what LRH concentrated upon during his
lifetime; in terms o f procedures and results he
certainly never exhausted the potential o f his
own brain child. Only doing what he wrote
would set unpermissible limits, we know that
— but without any limits, where will Scientol
ogy wind up?
So what’s the admin scale of, for example, the
Ron’s Orgs with regard to scientology? O f the
Clearing Institute? O f Dianasis? O f the AAC?
What about the individual non-aligned practi
tioners? W hat goals do they set for scientology?
What purposes do they connect with its appli
cation? What policies govern their auditing pro
cedures? What ideal scene do they envision for
the subject? Not for their pcs, for the subject!

Restoring life
I f one really wanted to “restore life to Free Sci
entology as a group”, free scientologists would
need to get together and form an agreement on
what they mean when they say “scientology” .
One would need to do something that neither
the CofS nor Ron himself ever did, and that is
to work out an admin scale all those who would
call themselves “Hubbard Practitioners” could
agree to follow. And once one had done that,
one could go further and agree on training
qualifications and certification o f auditors, one
could agree on the basic rudiments o f a bridge
and on the attestation o f states such as Clear.
One could demonstrate that scientology works
in all cases o f mental disability and psychoso
matic illness and thereby establish the credibil
ity of scientology by actual result — instead of
by enforcing such agreement by heavy promo
tional campaigns.
Then, only then, would Free Scientology be
truly independent of the CofS. Because even af
ter 10 years of independence from the CofS a
Class IV auditor (let alone a Class V III) is
respected for his title. Free Scientology has not
created the equivalent training qualifications
yet. This, although it may sound utopic to
some, wouldn’t but put scientology on equal
footing with most professional disciplines such

2. U.S. In fo rm a l, a sm all signboard, especially outside a doctor’s or lawyer’s office. W orld Book D ictionary
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as medicine, physics, law, etc. Free Scientology
would finally have an entry point to the profes
sional community and see the end o f its shadow
existence.

Scientology fashionable
The CofS is here to stay. Don’t let yourself be
fooled by the press. Just look at the actual prod
uct o f such slander: scientology has become a
household word now. You think people are ter
rified? Perhaps. But they know as well that
VIPs, T V personalities and film stars are CofS
clients. That’s good P R for the CofS. Each bit of
“bad press” has promotional value.
Consider some recent events: in 1917, certain
b ig powers in the US established communism
in Russia (that’s historical fact). A fter that,
communism was slipped into various countries
by the CIA; concurrently it was “controversially
discussed” in the papers all over the world.
They went on and on about how terrible
communism was. W ith the result that so much
interest was created in communism that, in the
60’s, pretty much every intellectual in Europe
was o f communist or “socialist” persuasion!
How come? W ell, because the very powers that
make big politics own the press! (Historical
fact, too.) Regarding scientology, the story is
going to be no different. During Ron’s times,
they tried to suppress it and didn’t succeed.
Then Ron was made invisible, eliminated,
neutralized. A new management came on and
after a few fairly quiet years the press started
to go wild on the subject o f scientology. Why?
Because the same big powers still own the
press! That they discuss scientology “controver
sially” with such heat smacks o f an attempt to
establish it real good and solid — CofS style, of
course. You bet: in ten years’ time it w ill be just
as fashionable to be a scientologist as it was
once fashionable to be a Marxist.
And for that reason it would be unwise for inde
pendent scientologists to go about their
business like each rabbit taking care o f his own
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hole only. I f they have it in their minds to out
balance the CofS and preserve the value o f
Ron’s teachings in the future, they must get
organized — KRC, admin scale, ethics
conditions, all those “hateful” things. And al
though it’s a truism that all organizations
sooner or later will get infiltrated and usurped,
that shouldn’t keep one from trying. Ron tried.
No matter what one may think of the CofS in
retrospect — i f Ron hadn’t set it up, we
wouldn’t be here.

How to beat Rothschild
Only getting organised saved Ron from being
wiped off the table by the big powers that tried.
Since Nathan Rothschild took possession o f the
Bank o f England in 1815, this planet has been
running on his steam alone. Rothschild created
the Illuminati, the Rockefellers, the Federal
Reserve System, the UN, the World Bank and
the Food and Drug Administration. The world
is managed by secret lodges commanding vast
amounts o f money. In the teeth of that LRH
built his CofS and within twenty years estab
lished it all around the planet. Within twenty
years! I f that isn’t a feat I don’t know what a
feat is.
And how did he do it? He formed a secret lodge
(the Advanced Orgs with their OT levels) and
made it make money, make money, make
money. He used the exact same method as
Nathan Rothschild’s father who had Adam
Weishaupt form the Illuminati in 1776 and
made this lodge infiltrate the administrative
systems of the rich and the powerful.
Against all that, Ron made it. Certainly, it may
have been harsh on some — but there is no rea
son for them to bewail their fate and deplore
their past. They should look at the final product
o f their labour. Thanks to their efforts, scientol
ogy is there. And it’s KRC that did it. ARC alone
wouldn’t have sufficed.

Now a group goal is a very necessary
thing i f your group is going to get inter
ested and g o forward. A person’s cause is
motivated by future. Motivation is in the
future. L. Ron Hubbard, PDC 40, 1952.

□
From 1960 to 1962 I developed a lot o f
technology about goals and purposes.
... The African A C C was devoted to this
subject. Lots o f data exist on it. L. Ron
Hubbard, HCO P L 6 Dec 1970, “Third
Dynamic De-aberration”.
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Goals and IV y— 21
B y Antony A Phillips, Denmark

W e have had a very nice response to the
request “W hat are your ideas for possible goals
for the group?” Most o f those received so far are
printed in this issue.
In the first article I tried to make the thing
simple. The question “are we a group?” is perti
nent. Actually I was thinking o f a ll who read
IV y plus the many who would do so i f it wasn’t
for language problems, ignorance o f IV y ’s exist
ence or other things. Perhaps all in that group
have a common goal in the direction of: to help
by using some o f the legacy from LRH.
But within that larger group we have many
sm aller groups. Geography can put us in one o f
these smaller group, language can, and defi
n itely interests can (“I like research”, “I am in 
terested in auditing ladies who want to run a
Woman’s Institute better”).

Power of goals
I have no doubt about the power o f goals. I f you
have, I suggest you listen to what Ron says and
writes, including PDC lecture number 40. To
paraphrase the beginning o f that lecture: I f you
start doing things without first getting a very
clear idea o f what you want to achieve, you end
in a mess, brother.
H ave you heard the story o f the person who
wanted to live in a room with a good view. She
did. In a nursing home, crippled, and practi
cally chained to her chair.
H ave you heard o f the church that was going to
clear the world? Present state o f the game:
much of the world it is going to clear is very an
tagonistic to that church, despite their claim to
be experts in PR. M y guess is that members o f
that group were not sufficiently specific in set
ting their goals — or there are 1.1s there who
have set different goals.

1

Visualisation - ideal scene
Whoops! Visualisation is a non scientology
word. Shame on me for using it. However there
is a good deal o f useful, relevant, literature on
visualisation. Visualisation and other ideas in
the alternate world can help us understand
postulates and shake ourselves free o f any fixed
ideas we might have picked up on the subject.
And for my money Visualisation is a very good
way o f making an ideal scene, which is a very
good way o f postulating.
Postulates are pretty basic. You see them first
in axiom 2. I have found very little in scn on
how you postulate. Perhaps that is a good
thing. In a complex world postulating can be
complex. Some postulates “don’t work” because
they go directly against other postulates.
It is possible that postulates also got a bad
name by false interpretations o f what postu
lates are, possibly made by a well respected
person. They look like the road to all desirable,
and so they are — in your own universe if there
are no forgotten counterpostulates lying around.
But we are together in the physical universe and
we want something pleasant to happen here.
So why not establish (or re-establish) contact
with the “sub-group” you feel most attracted to
and get a little goal forming activity going.
What goals can you agree on. And what are the
ideal scenes associated with the achievement o f
those goals. In detail.
Remember: I f you start doing things without
first getting a very clear idea o f what you want
to achieve, you end up in a mess, brother.
So lets get really detailed. W hat do you want to
happen? In the area you regard as yours, what
is the ideal?

Ref IVy 14, page 7.
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Reaction to “Goals and IVy” in IVy 14
B y N ellie Bosma, Holland

I w ill keep my reaction a short one. You
mention the goal “To clear the planet by 1984”.
Drawing on the column by Mark Jones (see un
der the heading: “Th e climax .. control vs.
receiving”), I gather this goal was formulated in
1982/83 . This would mean that the goal was
meant to be reached within one year. To me
this looks rather like a pc who would say: “ I will
be clear by tomorrow 9 pm.” Considering all the
time that has gone by before we were where we
are now (in terms o f power lost, consciousness
lost, mass accumulated etc.) it will probably
take somewhat longer than a year to “Clear the
planet” . But that doesn’t mean that the goal in
itself is unrealistic, as you seem to say in your
second footnote. It’s just the time tag attached
to it that makes it seem that way. To me the
goal o f clearing the planet (to begin with your
self o f course, although the two aren’t really
separate) is still a very valuable and worth
while one. There is no need to abandon this
goal. In fact, I think that everyone who ever felt
attracted to the concepts presented in Dianetics

or Scientology, i f he or she would look into their
hearts, will still find it there.
There are a lot o f confusions about the imple
mentation of the goal — how to go about it,
which is the “right” way, which way is “wrong”
-— which have made it seem like it will always
be the same: an eternal struggle in which we
will never be able to reach it. I believe there are
no “right” or “wrong” ways, only different ones
— as long as the goal is the same. And I do not
believe that we will never reach it. O f course, I
do have doubts and get confused, afraid, angry
or frustrated at times, but I also do believe we
will get there in the end.
In fact, I believe there never has been another
goal — and there never will be for that matter
— for beings that want to help make this Earth
a safer place, a place o f trust and openness in
stead of distrust and power. Which is just
another way o f saying: to clear the planet.

□

- Energetics Unblocks access to your powers,
abilities, & well being.
Lets you regain control of yourself and
environment. Can deliver your most
intimate desires, without evaluation, or
in v a lid a tio n . Energetics course is a
gem, it is designed especially for you,
= 36 hours - US $ 480.

The course provides causative and
enlightened environment for self paced
study.
One to one consultations
also available for even faster results.
USA & Canada

April 1994

UK

May 1994

PO Box 23 Kilkenny South Australia 5009
Phone (08) 268 8476

See next pages
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M y recollection is 1980 (which does not make much difference to the point N ellie is making). Ed.
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Introduction of Energetics to Past
Scientologists.
B y N ik olay Brovcenko, Australia

I am quite often called to explain
Energetic is and how it functions.

what

Simplicity
Really, it is simplicity in itself, it has no grades;
it does not require a meter to confuse the issue;
it does not require bridges to cross over or
under. It is a quiet miracle worker. It can be
done with a master assisting you, or you can do
it yourself after some intensive study, or
assisted by a fellow student. Performance
increases dramatically with assistance by
another being, because you can concentrate on
just running the necessary bits, and do not
have to think about the methodology. A trained
partner is most valuable. The one that
observes; the one that listens, the one that does
not chop your communication to pieces; the one
that acknowledges your communication, the
one that does not evaluate or invalidate, the
one that is there all the way with you is the
most valued assistant.

Energetic the methodology
Energetic actually is a methodology capable of
performing small miracles. It is largely depend
ent on your desires, what one wishes to achieve
or unshackle oneself from, maybe some horrible
automatic action that you no longer desire.
You see Energetic is there to assist you to help
yourself, not the other way around. Energetic
has very few rules and basics, but it does
require your full participation and willingness
to achieve whatever you desire. Energetic deals
with the spiritual side of the composite nature
o f man, the side that is forever creating. How
ever the creations are created to some past pat
tern that does not belong to the present time and
is in fact a dramatization of some past happening
or solution to the very distant problem.

competition with Scientology, or condones Sci
entology. A t the same time there is no attempt
made to invalidate or in any way to divert one
from Scientology. Energetic stands as itself
with its own basics and its own methodology. I f
you recognize some part that you came across
before in Scientology, please recognize it as
such. It is a bit o f a coincidence, keep in mind
that it is used from a different point of view,
different basics and it works differently.

Design of Energetic
To design Energetics the author had to start
with brand new basic assumptions. Here was
an ocean of data and every bit appeared impor
tant. The decision had to be made what was ba
sic and what was not important. Basics were
kept and the rest tossed away as unnecessary
bits on the voyage. I have seen too many people
proceeding on wrong, but likely assumptions,
finishing up heading in an entirely different di
rection to what they started on. Just as an ex
ample, i f one considers say, the data o f Scien
tology as a room full o f pages, an attempt was
made to reduce the data to half the room, then
to quarter o f the room, followed by a small cor
ner o f the room and then down to a few pages.
These few pages, comprise the Energetics ma
terials, they include the basics discovered on
the way. There were lots o f discoveries made by
pure cognitions and realisations that came from
the basics. The basics were further consolidated
and an alignment was established on much
firmer lines.

Technology Should Get Simpler
As LRH said the technology, i f it is worth its salt,
should get simpler not more complicated. Ener
getic is based on this principle and one can soon
discover it by attending the basic course.

No evaluation or invalidation

Origins Of Energetic
Th e basics o f Energetic were discovered while
in Scientology. It does have similarities to Sci
entology. By the w ay Energetic is in no way in

Energetic does not evaluate for you, even one
little bit, there are no assessments to establish
where you are on some arbitrary scale. You
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Creativity and causation

know where you are, and Energetic picks you
up from the point where you are at. There are
no other persons to tell you what to run on your
client. The information flows freely between the
client (P C ) and the assistant (Auditor). The
roles are quite reversed, you as an assistant are
only assisting the Client. The Client is the
Cause in the session.

The creative and causative nature o f a being is
recognized and questions are designed in such a
way as to point this out to the being. Also there
are no rote questions in Energetic, one has to
instantly create questions to suit the occasion
and matter in hand. Past scientologists have
been so indoctrinated into “standardness” they
keep looking and asking for rote commands,
session tapes or demo tapes. Any difficulty is
mainly caused by not studying the Basics o f En
ergetic or going through the Exercises. In other
words, wanting to run before learning to crawl.

In Energetic you don’t have to jump through so
many hoops (grades) to achieve what you really
desire. Energetic does not attempt to make you
equal to your neighbour, or make you similar.

Recognition of creative cause
Energetic recognizes the individual nature of
every being in existence and treats it that way.
Energetic does not require you to be coached by
some one else, you just study your materials
and do your exercises with another being pre
sent, but the training is very individual. You do
discuss your views and opinions with your
partner, for sure, but from the point o f view of
you as cause, what you observed about yourself
as cause not an effect and not as a critique of
your partner. There is no evaluation.
The discussion takes the form of: I observed
just about every motion that was happening
with your body, but I found myself drifting over
into my own thoughts instead o f observing you.
Or: I was sitting there trying to observe myself
and found that I could not concentrate on that
because the thoughts were buzzing in my head
like flies, and most predominant thought there
was about my (difficulty). Energetic does not
use Scientology jargon. There are few new
terms introduced but they are self explanatory
or pretty close to it.

No endless word clearing
There is no endless word clearing as the words
used are common garden variety words. Ener
getic is used to assist another being on the basis
o f just a simple communication, just as in the
early days o f Scientology LR H used to say that
a test o f a really hot shot auditor should be, put
PC in session and get very good results with
just a comm, line and no other gadgets present
in the session. In some cases people are not
even aware o f (being processed) i f you like, they
accept it as just ordinary communication and
then wonder why they feel better or something
nice happened to them.

If You Are Not Convinced
I f any o f the above does not convince you o f the
sincerity and effectiveness o f Energetics and
and that there is no alignment to Scientology,
despite the similarity between the two, consider
this. It is well known that one make o f car does
not equal another make o f car. I have experi
enced both and found that Energetics leaves
everything else for standing. The best way to
dispel the doubt is to do the Basic course which
takes about 36 hrs to complete. One gets to
discover what the Basics o f Energetics are, why
and how they are used. How to go about using
the Basics and Exercises necessary to
accomplish the required finesse and polish to
bring about the small miracles that can be
achieved with Energetics.

Modern look at the ancient being
Energetics methodology is an advanced and
modern way o f looking at the ancient being
connected to its modern model o f a body. Each
one is a separate entity and needs separate
handing. Even though they run and seem to be
on one path, there are distinct and separate
individual incidents for each, that respond to dif
ferent treatments. However the methodology is
the same, the basics still apply no matter what.

Co-operative unit
Best results are produced with Energetics when a
person is assisted by another person of compara
ble training and compatibility. To that end Co-op
erative units are established, where the students
can assist each other to get faster and more tre
mendous results based on what they want to
achieve. Also it provides a common ground for
further discussions and sharing o f experiences.

IVy
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Enid Vien
The following is an extract from a communication that Enid sent out the 24th January 1994. Her address is at the
end, and you are very welcome to contact her for more data and the full document Enid is being attacked legally
by the church and welcomes all kinds o f support A fuller letter from Enid, details of the legal case (which at the
moment Enid has lost) and amplifying comments, appear in the current issue o f The Free Spirit. Ed.

For most o f you in the Church o f Scientology
Ron was your teacher, guru, leader and
Commanding Officer. To me he was my dear
friend and comrade!
A ll our correspondence was secret because he
needed people in the field to keep him informed
o f what was going on. In the 70’s I telexed him
to let him know that the orgs were upsetting
people in droves with postulate checks and
crash regging. It was promptly stopped. Those
responsible were disciplined.
When in 1981 I became nervous o f the activity
in the Mission Network, I sent him the usual
telegram, I had no reply, I became nervous and
suspicious, especially when I received a letter
from the L R H “You can always write to me”
line which was not signed or answered in his
style by someone who obviously did not know
who I was.

I am now doing that.
He gave me, and several others who I do not
know, the task o f planetary ethics and
research.
He also stated that I should make this public
only i f I felt the time was right or I became
compromised by attack by the Church, and
then only after long consideration.
The time is now!
A ll persons who consider themselves Scientolo
gists or Ex-Scientologists (Expanded Scientolo
gists) are hereby offered founding membership
in the International Association o f Dynamists
for a nominal donation, regardless o f past
offences committed before today against the
field, Scientology, Ron or the spiritual progress
o f mankind.
Rev. End Vein / Dynamism

In 1982 I resigned, convinced that Ron had
been taken out o f the game by those who did
not understand the real game.
M y instructions and agreement with Ron were
that I would wait until I saw that the Church
was stagnating or becoming a cult where he
was deified and go public.

7507 Ohio Place
La M es
as, CA 91941
Ph: (619) 462-5160
Fax: (619) 465-8848

What’s in The Free Spirit
Th e W inter number o f The Free S p irit has hit
our desk. It contains a number o f interesting
articles. Flem m ing Funch describes 15 hours
worth of visit from the church (in the U SA), his
impressions and philosophy o f handling the
church, with a second opinion by Hank Levin.
Commentary on Enid Vien's case (see above).
“Scientology Wins — or Does It?” (comments on
the end o f the U S A tax case, see p. 16). A new
w ay o f demonstrating an E-meter. More on the
E-meters background. Firew alking and much
more. Valuable data and viewpoints. See page
17 for ordering details.
a
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What’s it All About, Alfie? 1
?

Ray Harman , Australia

"... and behold, the L ord passed by, and a great
and strong wind rent the mountains and broke
in pieces the rocks before the Lord : but the Lord
was not in the wind: and after the wind an
earthquake; but the L ord was not in the earth
quake: and after the earthquake a fire: but the
L ord was not in the fire: and after the fire a still,
sm all voice ...” 1 Kings 19:11-12
I suppose many people these days live and work
and die and never give thought to the seventh
and eighth dynamics, but the world is crammed
full o f people both now and throughout history
who do. There’s thee and me for a start. Until
lately the results have often not been very good.
Trouble is, people like to follow leaders and so
we have many different groups, and many of
these think that they are divinely inspired and
everyone else is wrong, damned wrong. So we
have wars like the Crusades, and Hindus tear
ing down Moslem mosques, and the CofS issu
ing lawsuits, all in the name o f God and LRH.
A t least the Buddhists are a step further
advanced and don’t use violence to achieve
their advancement.
It is in man’s nature to follow a great leader.
Whether he be religious or secular, a convincing
leader is followed unthinkingly by many. How
big would Martin Luther King’s following be by
now had he not been assassinated? Where
would Germany be today i f A d o lf Hitler had
used Trade instead o f W ar to advance his
country’s cause?

Seeking God
Following a great leader is a route to meet God,
that’s the motivation, knowingly or unknow
ingly. And a great many still follow Christ and

1

T itle song o f film A lfie c. 1966, starred Michael Caine.

2

IV y Distributor in Australia.

3
4

Mahomet and LR H and so forth. Some leaders
are quite successful while others are flawed,
and so we see WW2, the Jonestown mass
suicide, the Iron Curtain and the siege at Waco,
Texas.
Some seek God through nature, the physical
universe. This route is called Nature Mysti
cism. Here we have the physicist smashing at
oms to discover, hopefully, how God created the
universe. The bush walker, the surfer, and the
gardener are in this category. So are the Green
peace mob3. They are sometimes militant, due
to the emergency situation they are trying to
handle, but luckily they have the sanity to not
use guns to achieve their objectives. Experienc
ing drugs or sex or alcohol is another variation
o f the Nature Mysticism route, but unless this
one is structured it is dangerous in that it can
easily degenerate into degradation and take the
seeker in the wrong direction totally.
A ll these different groups are actually fellow
travellers, but they tend to suffer from the trap
o f specialisation, and lack a view from a height4
— to see what they are doing and where they
are going in perspective — from an exterior
viewpoint.

Our position
A fter all the thinking men have gone before us
we find ourselves in present time in the
vanguard o f the mystical research which is
happening at hitherto unheard of rates of
progress. The goal is to advance spiritually,
eliminate the subconscious, be free o f entrap
ment in the body, to love one’s fellow man, and
to know ourselves, which is to know God, as
there is a little bit o f God in each of us. This is

Mob: Australian slang for group.
Further reading: Isaac Asim ov, View F ro m a Height.
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the first dynamic goal. I suppose many average
Christian or Moslem foot soldiers may not see
beyond livin g according to the law and finally
having a cup o f tea with God and being told,
W ell Done. The fourth dynamic goal is higher
— to love your fellow man and to communicate
with him such that eventually the Jew may
love the Arab and the Hindu may call the Mos
lem his brother; that is, to Clear the planet.
Th e CofS’s goal to clear the Planet didn’t
happen, so the K S W 1 policy, at least, was
wrong. It denied a view from a height. But LRH
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was right to say that a man is as valuable as he
can serve his fellow man.
So, my valuable friends, follow your own mysti
cal route to God. Carry out your research
diligently, and continue to do so, so long as you
can see that you are moving in the right
direction. To know this you must maintain a
view from a height. And communicate! W rite
up your methods and results, and publish them
in IVy!
a

Church tax exemption
W e normally leave it to our sister paper, The Free Spirit, to report on legal, as they are better able
to do it. As an exception here is a report from a couple o f American newspapers last October which
w e have extracted from the November 1993 issue o f Cult Awareness Network News. Ed.

Scientology granted tax exemption — IRS records show assets of $400 million
T h e federal government last month granted a tax exemption to the Church of Scientology Interna
tional and thirty or more church-related entities, after years o f litigation which has cost tax payers
millions over the last decades.
A s part o f the settlement Scientologists may now deduct dues from their taxes. No refunds are due
the church as none have been assessed for many of the years in question, and none paid.
Documents Scientology was required to file with the IRS in applying for the tax exemption included
financial disclosures that Scientology counts assets of $400 million, and appears to take in nearly
$300 million a year from counselling fees, book sales, investments and other sources. The
documents, eight cardboard boxes worth, reveal Scientology spends heavily on legal fees, advertising
and commissions o f 10 percent to certain fund raisers, called field staff members, or disseminators,
rather than church employees. One such found raiser, Ken Pirak, made $407,052 in 1991, according
to the documents, and another, Steve Grant, worked the Clearwater, Fla. area in 1991 and made
$339,978.
Some o f the more unusual church expenditures include $7 million for bomb-resistant doors for one of
three vaults in which the writings o f Scientology’s now deceased founder, L. Ron Hubbard, are to be
stored, and $114 million to preserve the writings and tapes o f Hubbard. Another $6 million was
spent for an advertising campaign in U SA Today in 1991. The campaign ran in response to a hard
hittin g cover story in the M ay 6,1991 issue o f T IM E magazine, “Scientology: The Cult o f Greed,” by
Richard Behar. Scientology leader David M is c a v ig e reportedly was paid $62,683.50 and his wife
Michele received $31,359.25 in income in 1991.
(From “Scientologists report assets o f $400 million” by Robert D. Hershey, Jr., The New York Times,
Oct. 22,1993, p. A -12; a New York Times wire story which appeared in The Chicago Tribune Oct. 14,
1993 under the headline “Scientology granted tax exemptions.”)
Q

1

Policy which ascribed all useful discovery in the field o f the mind to L R H and prohibiting anyone else from even trying.
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Report on Free Zone Convention
— November 12th to November 14th 1993
B y John Donaldson England

This year’s International Convention took place
in the centre o f the historic city o f Lyons where
the 2 major rivers o f Southern France (the
Rhone and the Soane) converge. This was a fit
ting choice as the theme o f the Convention was
“Synergie” (the combining o f disparate talents
and abilities to achieve a greater whole.)
Attendees came from all over the world includ
ing Brazil, United States and Australia and
from the major European countries.
There was o f course a programme o f speakers
on major topics but in addition there were slots
for people to report informally on their particu
lar projects. As always one is surprised at the
wide range o f activities that able beings get in
volved in, to improve conditions on this planet.
The lectures covered such topics as:N ew learning technologies (a very interesting
way o f using “Superleaming” which makes
learning actually fun and can be applied to
training auditors), Stars and Galaxies, predic

tions for the next 20 years, applying tech in
your personal life, new assists for handling the
body organisation, using tech in running a busi
ness and other interesting topics.
The material pleasures o f eating and drinking
were given adequate time and attention and
many entertainments and surprises were laid
on. These included games, music and other ar
tistic contributions. The music of Bill Robertson
which was played during the weekend is now
available on compact disc or audio cassette. ( I f
you would like more information please contact
Maria Maloney, c/o Groothius, 35 Lingfield
Road, East Grinstead, W est Sussex, England.
There was a wide range of publications and
other tools for spiritual advancement on display
and for sale (including IVy'.)
Next year’s convention w ill take place in South
ern Germany and it is hoped that many more
IVy readers will be able to attend.

The original independent newsletter, founded in 1984. The Free Spirit covers news and
insights pertaining to many organizations and activities that derive from — or incorporate —
scientological technology.

There are articles on:
* latest technical developments * relevant legal and political news
* related philosophies * channelling and spirituality * nutrition
* fiction * humor

Published quarterly in the USA Price $25 US
P.O. Box 6905, San Rafael, CA 94903-0905
In Europe, contact Antony Phillips or Anne Donaldson, addresses back page.
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Listing
B y Flemming Funch, USA

Despite having gotten good results with listing
and nulling from time to time, I haven’t been
very keen on doing stuff like that in the last few
years. It seemed to me that there are less risky
ways o f getting the same benefits. But, it might
be in order to examine the subject.
First of all, the idea o f listing pre supposes that
there are charged questions that each have one
and only one dominant answer which will
produce a significant re lief when found and
indicated. The idea is that the listing process
would bypass the general garbage in the bank
and go straight for the item that is causing the
trouble.
LR H didn’t shed much light on why that would
be so. Particularly why some seemingly invalid
questions would work, such as “W hat place have
you known?” on Pow er Plus. Or, a 3S&D type
“W ho or what has attempted to make nothing of
you?” . To me it seems like those questions
should have a great many good answers.
It might be that L & N works by just finding a
the first real good answer that BDs well. Even
though there m ight be more good answers. But
that sort o f collides with the whole ritual of
L & N that all gives the heavy suggestion that
there is one and only one answer and we indi
cate the item found as the item.

Wrong Indications
The trouble with presenting anything as the
answer is that it very easily leads to wrong
indications. The validity o f the question/answer
combination is entirely dependent on the view 
point and context they are applied to. Even i f
the answer seems right from a certain view 
point, at a certain point in time, as applied to a
very specific context, then it is likely to be

1

totally wrong seen from many other viewpoints,
or at other times, applied to other contexts.
I f the viewpoint and context is explicitly
specified, then it would probably be alright. Or,
i f we just let whatever pops up as-is without
evaluating that it is the person’s item.
I f you tell somebody that “YO U R ITEM I S
!” ,
then the person will necessarily generalize it
somewhat. The word “YO U ” will tend to attach
it to the person’s identity to some degree. It
associates YO U with the item. And since any
mention o f time or place is left out, it would
tend to be generalized to a much wider context.

As-is-ness
Finding an item would generally produce an asisness. It does so by hitting on the exact consid
eration related to the given mass. The thing is
that when it as-ises it disappears. Even i f it
W AS a valid statement o f the exact considera
tion, then it no longer is after it has been found.
So, the indication that it is your item can’t be
anything but a lie at the time it is given.
Assuming then that there is such a thing as one
exact consideration for a specified mass, then
the end point would be the as-isness o f that
consideration, which should be accompanied by
the disappearance o f the mass. After that there
would be no point in evaluating anything
whatsoever about the item found.
Another problem about listing is that questions
and answers are stated in language. By the
nature o f language and words, any question w ill
be ambiguous and unclear. Any statements the
person gives as answers are likely to be only
imprecise
approximations o f the
actual
answers. No combination of words can aberrate
a person in themselves, they can only be an

Page 35 o f Flem m ing Funch's Tech nica l Essays, Technical Essay # 9 6 — 9 June 1992. These books can be obtained direct
from Flem m ing, Volum e one for $50, Volum e Tw o for $40, or $80 for both volumes. These prices include Airm ail postage.
The Address is: T h e C learing Institute, 1147, E. Broadway, #118, Glendale, C A 91205 U S A ,. Ed
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approximated representation o f what really
goes on.

spent messing around with less significant
side-effects.

Other Methods

Probably the direct search for considerations
could be expanded into more ways than it has
traditionally been used. It is basically going for
the meaning behind the structure behind the
appearance. The context must be very well
defined in order to search effectively for the con
sideration.
The
consideration
might be
expressed in words or it might not, what mat
ters is the conceptual idea that it is.

When I do listing, for example to find a service
fac in a given area, I would usually do it in a
2WC style. I don’t find that most pcs would dig
very deep on their own. But with somebody to
guide them along, and com er them so they have
to come up with the consideration, then they
can get a much better item.
In the type o f valence handling I mostly do,
polarity clearing, I would avoid L & N at all
costs. I find it more valuable to get something
general that the pc is using throughout his life
and that he w ill really have to take responsibil
ity for.
So, are there really situations where the best
choice is to get a really specific one-shot answer
to produce an as-isness? I believe there is when
we are talking considerations, postulates,
intentions, computations. Finding the right
consideration would generally produce a big
change right away and avoid a lot o f time being

A valence is much more o f a structure. I would
still not consider it wise to regard that as any
kind o f exact consideration. I f it is the simplicity
o f a viewpoint it might work, but I think a more
complex identity is risky to find this way. But
there would probably be an exact consideration
that would keep one involved with a certain
identity, and that could be listed for.
Listing is akin to Date/Locate in that we try to
duplicate a specific. When we get a close enough
duplication we get an as-isness and an instant
change.

_________________

Q

Good News and Bad
Jim Burtles, England

Good News is a modest demure traveller who
progresses steadily and slowly with dignity, and
is w illing to grow old gracefully. She avoids
bothering or embarrassing anyone and would
never impose herself upon others. Good News is
proud o f her impeccable manners and sense o f
decorum.

Bad News is a brash and vibrant errand boy;
eager to the point of rudeness, unhindered by
ethics, conventions or other rules. H e scurries
around, determined to infect everybody with
worries and concerns. Bad News relishes his
lack o f manners and scant regard of respect for
anyone or anything.
Q

If you are reading a

b o rro w e d

copy of International Viewpoints, why not give yourself a real treat? Buy
yourself a subscription. Write to a distributor listed on the last page
And don’t your friends (and ’former’ friends) deserve some of that theta too?
See to it that they get to know about International Viewpoints also.
Perhaps that is a way to get in better comm with them!
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Classic Comment
by T erry E. Scott, England

Buy one another
Look, how many times do you go to the Yellow
Pages and look up a plumber or musician or
photographer or accountant or whatever?
“Flow power to a power,” said L. Ron Hubbard.
H e also had a blazer badge that I spotted in
H A S I London in 1958 with the motto clear and
sure: “Help one another” .
L e t us Independents help one another in every
day things as well as in auditing and training.
F or the recession still has not lifted from
Britain. It is at work again on the European
mainland. But surely we can help one another?
I had this idea after contacting an Independent,
and I realised I hadn’t really mentioned to the
person what my skills are, what I might do to
help that individual’s business.

Musician
Suppose I plan a function for a Saturday a few
weeks ahead, and I want a pianist. Fine: good
old Yellow Pages. And a musician who is a total
stranger, even i f he might be a good fellow.
Money in his pocket. A ll right. Y et why not con
sider using an Independent who is a pianist and
give him or her the job?
Help one another. Flow power to power.
H ow can it be made practicable? M y computer
database contains quite a few names and ad
dresses o f Independents, built up in connection
with conferences. H eld securely, I might add.
T e ll me what you do. The skills and so forth that
you would offer other Independents.

I w ill produce a list o f names, addresses and
services on offer. There w ill be no fee: all I shall
ask is that, along with the information sent to
me, a self-addressed, stamped envelope is en
closed. I f someone wants to be really friendly,
enclose a few blank sheets o f A4 size paper.
Then the list w ill be circulated to all respon
dents — potentially, everyone on my mailing
list. Then it is up to people to make their choice.
Next time I need a musician for a function...I’ll
certainly consider my good friend at Loughbor
ough and, if he can deliver what is needed and
wanted, at an agreeable price, power w ill help
power, in each direction. N ext time Joe in East
bourne needs a motor mechanic: “Hey! There is
an Independent on Terry’s list who specializes
in Volvo! Great — I shall talk to him”. Joe would
get the services o f a mechanic who is likely to be
more ethical than average, more in present time
than average, more etcetera than average.
Anyone need book revision, photography, crea
tive writing?

a
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Kemp’s Column
B y Raymond Kem p, U SA

The way things were — and are?
Every now and then I get the idea for a story, an
article or even a book by concocting an opening
line and I recently thought: W hat i f the
N a tional Enquirer, or some other ’scandal sheet’
paper came out with the headline:

L. Ron Hubbard returns. Five year old
child in Bombay claims to be the rein
carnation of the founder of Scientology.
A part from the obvious confusion this would
raise, it also led me to wonder what he would
teach this time round, and that led me to take
an inventory o f what he did teach over the
years, categorized as systems of help for fellow
humans.
Forty two years ago, when I was just beginning
to practice what L. Ron Hubbard was teaching,
I and others were w illing to take on any area of
society that we observed could use some help.
W e were I guess, pioneers, full o f confidence,
and enthusiasm, and the miracles that were
produced were accepted by us as “that is what is
supposed to happen”.
Today I observe that most practitioners are
mainly concerned with “Becoming OT” , or
inventing new tech, or trying to put together a
group (often in order to demonstrate that Ron
didn’t have it all, or even that Ron was wrong
and we are right).
I see a plethora1 o f groups and isms, each
trying, and it seems desperately sometimes, to
get people to join, because “this is the way” .
In all fairness the current holders o f the Scien
tology Organisation do exactly that, in fact they

1

may even have started it, but be that as it may,
there is a definite thrust to “Join”, to “Try it my
way”.
O f course society has changed, three new
generations have risen, each with their own
alteration o f standards and mores, and I wonder
what might have happened i f LR H had started
Dianetics in 1990. Would it have spread so fast?
Would it have been the same? I do not know.

Clearing Procedures.
Yes, they exist now and are totally workable
when done ... Trouble is that no sooner was this
achieved than alterisness came in and new
solutions to inaccurate performance was
installed.
Dianetic principles in hospitals, emergency op
erations and childbirth ... this is being used
fairly broadly in some manner or other by many
hospitals.
But what else did we use hack then’?
Touch assists for injuries, as a first aid.
SCS and 8C, for people who were out o f control,
drunk, high, or even into a psychotic break.

plethora: 1. Excessive fullness; too much; superabundance. W orld Book D ictionary
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These were also used to enhance the perform
ance o f athletes, even Olympic standard
athletes.
They were also used on animals with great suc
cess.
W hole track recall, useful for lawmakers to real
ize that the laws they pass today, they will
have to live with next time round.
Study technology, handles the problems o f the
educationally
retarded,
as
well
as
increasing the normal study retention while
decreasing the study time.
A R C Straightwire, handles emotional stress.
Creative processing, can be used to enhance any
ability one has, or to relieve the stress of
frustration or inability.
I recently took an eight year old baseball pitcher
and coached him by having him mock up a
tube or a tunnel leading from his hand to
the strike zone. H e now pitches a near per
fect gam e at a speed o f 75 m.p.h. The rest o f
the league hate it.
Energy beams as in Scientology 8-80. No real
value in knocking policemen’s helmets off
their heads at 40 paces or having a ’cloud
steering’ competition — but it was a lot o f fun.
Data series and Targeting series. I have a list of
businesses all over the world who are enjoy
ing success from having learned to apply
these.
Do it now, and the cycle o f action, has helped
thousands o f mothers and housewives bring
order into a chaotic ’normal’ situation.
And the list can go on and on. A R C Break
theory and handling, granting o f beingness,
KRC , Witholds and missed withholds, overt act /
motivator sequence (Tonya Harding vs. Nancy

Kerrigan?), DED/DEDex, havingness and so
forth. A ll these were in daily use by the auditors
o f old, and everything worked as predicted
when done.
These were the tools o f the trade for anyone who
wanted to help his fellow man. They didn’t have
to be church members, or go to ethics for clear
ance to do these things. There was no penalty if
you screwed up, only sometimes a stem
warning to get it right next time, followed by
some advice on how to correct the errors you
had made.
As a result, the profession o f a scientologist was
a joyous one. W e were proud of what we were
able to do. There was no mystery about it, no ul
terior motive, no watching for the enemy. To
quote, “W e had met the enemy, and it was us”,
so we decided peace and went on doing what we
enjoyed doing.
I believe that if everyone in the field o f help,
including those who are currently regimented
by religious codes and orders, simply took the
tools and started on helping their fellow, and
did not dwell so heavily on “Getting off the con
tinuous cycle o f birth and rebirth”, or OT, or
“trying to solve the mysteries o f life,” then
everyone would be better off.

Show that help is possible
Show people that help is real, and is available,
repair their lives, and set them on the road to
clear, and they will recognise the help, and,
when ready, will want to go clear. You can help
them. The tools exist and are not only for the
elite.

David Mayo, after winning a long legal battle with the church, has established an
Ability Advancement Centre. David offers a membership which includes a magazine
which comes out four times a year.
Get the mag by sending $40 or more to David. Readers in continental Europe can alternatively send 400 DKr to
Antony Phillips. Or write for more data on Davids activities and programme.

Antony A Phillips
Box 78
DK-2800 Lyngby
Denmark

The Editor,
AAC Journal
680 SW 40th St 339
USA, Miami, FL 33155
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Philosophical
Viewpoints
B y Todde Salen, Sweden

DUGA — how it didn’t start
Editors N ote: I have been quite impressed by the group,
D U G A , which Todde has b u ilt up. There are not that
many members, but most have been with it for some
years, and have diligently worked their way up from
almost n othing to being trained philosophers and sort
ing out confusions in their lives (= bringing order on
their dynamics). A t various times he has told me o f
various principles he used, and I felt his ideas and ex
perience would be valuable to others, both as good
ideas, and as things which did not work and should
perhaps be avoided or done differently. Therefore I
have been pressuring him fo r some months to write it
up so we could publish it. Last IV y’s Philosophical
Viewpoints was the start ( I was surprised at the way it
was written). Now comes the follow ing letter (edited
slightly) which explains his dilemma. Whether it ex
plains anything else, you must read it to fin d out. I f it
raises questions, please send them.

I would very much like to write about how
D U G A got started and the whys behind it being
what it is, with the purpose o f trying to teach
others what I have done.

DUGA

nicating by words alone. So my efforts to “teach
the successful actions of DUGA” by writing have
been given up. I know I cannot do it. I was
helped to realize that by being asked to do it. I
have started and tried to, but I know it is not
enough. Nobody will ever be able to duplicate
what I have done by only reading. I will refuse
to give m yself a failed purpose by trying. I have
realized I cannot do it and that ends that cycle
o f action as far as I am concerned.

Cycles of action are needed to do DUGA
W ell ... that is exactly what D U G A is all about.
To try to teach the students to DO DUGA!
The article I wrote, “Before starting DUGA”
(IVy 15 page 25), is what I wrote on impulse
when I had failed to do the “hat write-up”. It is
everything I did not really want to write. I have
not censored it to remove my ID pride from it. It
probably does not teach anybody much o f any
thing. But when I was asked to write something
on the subject, this was the result.

The reason I haven’t done this is that I am
starting to realize that I am not able to w rite it
at all. W hat I am trying to say is that I have
actually tried to do just that (make a “hat w rite
up”) with the members o f D U G A for 10 years
already and so far I have not really been
successful enough to feel that I have accom
plished this goal. By now I have learned that I
must teach by “internships” as well as by
performing by example and by hand-holding
etc., etc.

I do feel that I have unique ideas about “How to
run a ’road to truth’ group”. “Not meditating
anybody that has not had at least theory train
ing on the level before getting into session on
that level” is one such unique idea. Another is to
not sell any solo route, but only training routes
to OT. As far as I am concerned, the solo route
to OT does not work. It does at times create a
keyed-out OT, but most often not even that.

There’s a lot o f teaching that I am doing that (as
far as I can see) is basically impossible to get
across only by written words. There is a “do
ingness teaching” that I have learned the hard
way that I am not able to get across by commu-

However, we do have ex SCNists in our group
and always have had. What we did do was that,
once the group was started, we disconnected
from everything that had any connection with
the Cof$ including all individuals on Cof$ lines.
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I f somebody approached us from the Cof$ we
considered them to be PTS until they had dis
connected fully (being declared preferably, but
at least asking for refund o f all money paid and
not used in the Cof$.)

LRH and his out-ethics church I have been able
to learn a few tricks to speed up ones progress
on “the Road to Truth”. SCN happened to be
just what I needed and wanted to forward my
basic purposes for existing on this planet.

Another successful unique thing is that we
communicate with A R C at all times (try to at
least.) This means a new student Meditor1 has
an old experienced Meditor by his side when he
is delivering meditation of processes he has not
y e t mastered professionally. This particular
unique idea is a real why behind our success in
training. W e have, so far, nobody who has
stopped delivering Meditation that once started.
(T h ere are about a dozen Meditors that we have
trained so far.) That is KRC triangle applied

I never had any “feeling of horror at seeing good
tech spoiled2.” A ll I saw was an opportunity for
me to move closer towards my own goals and
purposes. M y whole beingness and personality
has been carefully geared to perform what is
now being done.

W e have a new Comm Course drill (T R 5) that
we use whenever ARC goes down between 2
people (or more). W e even use it when a
Meditor/PreMeditor relationship goes sour. And
we solve all “case problems” by making sure the
person continues forwards on our “Road to
Truth”. W e never reward a down-statistic (like
an A rc-B roken student or premeditor) with
L iv e Meditation.

Motivation
I have been asked: “W hat was my motivation?”
W ell, I was trained to deliver workable technol
ogy. I never desired to stop doing that. Yet I was
stopped quite effectively by the Cof$ in many
ways. One way they stopped me was by declar
in g me SP. Another by giving me a huge free
loader bill. Y e t another way was by demanding
that I deliver the tech “their way” (which was so
alterised from what I knew really worked that I
really did not want to have anything to do with
it.)
But my real motivation was (and is), that I am
an old buddhist that has waited for M aitreya to
come and give the next programme to teach to
the planetary population to move our civilisa
tion closer to fulfilment o f its purpose. From

As a kid
Since I was a very small kid I have had a vision
that I was only slightly aware of. I knew that
one day I would sit and receive people who
would come to me to get something. When I was
younger I did not understand at all why any
body would come to me at all. Only after I was
trained and expelled from the Cof$ have I un
derstood why anybody would come to me at all.
Originally all I knew was that some people had
a reason to try to get to me, but I had no idea
about what or why.
Today, when I have been helped in developing
the ideas behind the 3 kingdoms and have
established our D U G A group, I can understand
what I saw when I was young a lot better. And I
understand Hubbard’s “Original Formula” (see
Tech Dictionary) a lot better.
Today I am (my ID ) a willing servant to my true
(1U) goals and purposes. I know today that by
serving, my ID can become happy and it will
assist my 1U to also reach happiness.
I am still convinced that every effort to try to
teach the D U G A W A Y to others by w riting only
is doomed to failure.
DUGA means “to do” and in Swedish also means
“will do” or “proper and adequate”. I personally
feel that DUGA means KRC and that is the only
meaning o f the word that matters to me.

1

M editor is sim ilar to auditor or facilitator or practitioner. M editation sim ilar to auditing, etc. Ed.

2

A phrase from my letter when I was try in g to get him to write. Ed.
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New Realities
B y M ark Jones, USA

Evolvement as Independents
Through the dreams and agreements we
created and shared while in the church for
achieving more o f our potential and helping
others do so, we generated a powerful energy.
W e believed that all o f the actions needed to
achieve full O T abilities were laid out, and all
we had to do was create the resources to pay our
way up the bridge, and then follow the steps.
Even i f some “wogs” didn’t immediately recog
nize our advanced state and give credence to
our certainty that there was only one path; we
knew that in time, all but the real Suppressive
Persons would see the light and come aboard. It
all fit neatly into place, and we were confident
that as long as we kept up our stats and our
noses clean, we’d ascend. Others, seeing our
state, would ultimately fall in line and follow.
When we declared our independence, many of
us felt a sense o f loss o f the camaraderie and
group agreements w e’d enjoyed in our closed
society. W hile we still had access to the tech, we
missed the exhilarating “Wow” we’d experi
enced from the acknowledgements by our
teammates when we climbed a rung in the
ladder and became a higher level being. Many
who had completed virtually every action on the
bridge, but hadn’t yet found Nirvana, were left
with a “what now” , and felt a sense of loneli
ness. Some considered that the answer lay in
picking up the bits and pieces that they may
have missed along the way, and are now doing
so. Others researched earlier data, such as that
on GPMs, and found new and productive
applications which hadn’t been pursued earlier.

1

Then there were some, obviously squirrels, who
began to explore new concepts and sources of
data. Some opened their inquisitive ears to
channelling and other approaches which were
designed to reach other vibratory levels, and to
release suppressed emotions at deeper levels.
Others, delved into the discoveries o f quantum
physics as they related to the human psyche
and our perceptions o f the universe.

Vibratory frequencies
These latter approaches deal with the under
standing and use o f vibratory frequencies. The
range of these is vast. When we operate within
the limited range o f frequencies o f receptivity o f
our eyes, ears, nose, skin, etc., our perceptions
are very limited. Metaphysicians1 hypothesized
that what we visualize with desire, expectancy
and vivid imagination creates future outcomes,
as well as those which are manifesting in the
present. But what energies and frequencies do
we use when we visualize? How does a visuali
zation o f a future outcome lead to its manifesta
tion? W hy do postulates work some times for
some people but not for others?
There are many bands of frequencies outside of
those on which our sensory perceptions operate.
Those who successfully did the early route one

Metaphysics: 1 the branch o f philosophy that tries to explain reality and knowledge. Study o f the real nature o f th in g s....
World. Book D ictionary
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processing (see The Creation o f H um an Ability,
by L. Ron Hubbard) experienced a form o f re
mote viewing. So did many people while run
ning the O T V I drills. In discharging secondar
ies or engrams we use frequencies in the feeling
band, which are quite different from those we
use in logic and reasoning. So, likewise are
those we use when we dream, imagine or visual
ize different.
Beings
apparently
move
into
different
frequency bands when they die or ascend. It
appears possible for communication to be set up
between beings who are operating in one
frequency band with those in another. Tuning is
required on both ends o f the line for communi
cation to occur. Some people are more receptive
and learn to do this more easily than others.
Some are blocked by beliefs that it can’t be
done, or that anything which can’t be sensed
with their physical senses is unreal. Yet, some
are able to communicate as channels quite
easily. As an example, one o f the most highly
trained and respected F la g Captains was able to
accomplish this after reading a book and getting
a little coaching over a two week period.

Exploration outside the physical range
Do beings operating in frequency ranges have
anything to offer those operating with the
human sensory range? Some who have implic
itly had faith in L R H ’s insights as providing all
o f the data and procedures needed for our
evolvement might say no. Others have felt an
urge to explore further.
Each person has every right to discover his or
her own path to enlightenment. To the degree
that these can be shared, some o f the sense o f
camaraderie, commonality o f purposes and ex
pansion o f viewpoints that we formerly enjoyed
m ay be regained.
Further explorations have revealed to many
that learning to use frequencies outside o f the
physical range is essential for evolvement.
W hat we may have called “our case”, or “our
shadow” , the deeply impeded limitations and
negativity that we have, can only be found and
dealt with by using frequencies outside the
physical range. Our dreams, the meanings o f
which are not always clear, and our visualiza

tions provide means of finding and dealing with
vital facets o f what we may have called our
“case”. Our Karma is our continuing resolve to
ultimately handle our limitations and blockages
to full OT or ascending to higher states and
abilities to operate on a much wider band o f
frequencies up to static.
Virtually all o f the channelled sources agree
that major changes are and will be occurring in
the width and range o f frequencies o f human’s
receptivity during this decade. The narrowing o f
the human frequency reception range to its
present limited band is being reversed. Over the
last millennia, what has been called male
energies operating in the frequencies o f logic
and reason has predominated. This has been
expressed as desire to be in control using force
as necessary. Now the energies at frequencies
which are sometimes given the name of female
energies are coming in much more strongly.
These relate to creativity, imagination, love and
compassion. As a result, reprogramming is
occurring in the human psyche to expand its
range o f receptivity.
Channelled sources confirm what Shamans and
many other metaphysicians have maintained
for centuries, that the earth is also a living
consciousness. The elements of air, fire, water
and earth changes are its vehicles o f expression
and alignment. It too will be experiencing great
changes during this period. A conjunction o f an
alignment of the brightest star Sirius, said to be
the entry point o f the energies o f this universe,
are coming into an alignment that has not
occurred since 60,000 years ago. The earth has
entered a period o f cleansing itself using its ele
ments o f fire, air, water and earth changes to
bring about a higher level o f survival and har
mony within itself. For some, these may come as
disasters, while for others, as a part o f a power
ful realignment.
For interested readers who would like tran
script o f notes of a Lazaris seminar on How to
Master the Power o f 1994: send a self-addressed
envelope and $2.50 or equivalent in other cur
rencies to Mark Jones, P.O. Box 39422, L A . CA
90029.
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Thoughts inspired by ...
... Evolvement — My View1
B y Otto Roos, Holland

I was there during a great part o f the times
M ark writes about and know that most o f the
organisational data he mentions is correct. This
also applies to large parts o f what he says about
the achieving, and non achieving, of higher
states.
In an earlier article, or in my debrief, I have
given examples o f my own work as LRH Upper
Level and O T Research Auditor. I have been
very much in personal contact with that part o f
Scn which used to be called “Para Scn”. Hence
was exposed to and experienced a lot of this
aspect o f research first hand both in its case
technical theory and practice.

The (not) missing item
Sure, Mark Jones has not fully attained parts of
those states we are inherently capable o f
achieving, nor has anybody else, IN C LU D IN G
L R H ! Aleister Crowley, yes, he did go wrong
target in his effort to control the “receiving”
M ark writes about. But LR H in the beginning
(as late as early 1968 that I personally know of)
did not! He did know the correct item, and he
permitted it to be made known. It was through
what HE told me that I could complete the
Conditions line-up by writing the LRH
approved Flag Order which gave the Top, the
Basic, and the Summary o f the Conditions, i.e.
the infinite item above Power, as CONTROL.2

1

by M ark Jones I V y 14, page 20

2

I asked O tto to am plify on this - see side panel. Ed.

IVy

Conditions
The Flag Order was published once on Flag,
but, like a large stack o f other O.J. Roos
HCOB’s, HCO Policy Ltrs and FO’s, written
for and on behalf o f LRH, has undoubtedly
been cancelled.
The Conditions and their line-up are exactly
the same, i.e. nothing changed except the
very top above POWER. The item C O N T R O L
(unmodified) is at that point. This was ver
bally stated by L R H in February 1968 in
Spain, in Valencia or Alicante, on Flag, in the
first AO.
LRH poked fun at individuals who were on a
figure figure about Power, and who consid
ered that by doing the Conditions they would
soon become able to fly their bodies around,
etc. He was grinning about the abundance o f
Hidden Standards which were around on the
subject o f “O T”. He indicated that CO NTRO L
is in fact the item most closely concerned with
the application of O T abilities but that the
concept of G R A D IE N T was something we
tended to forget in the O T Research Days.
(These days and some o f the things which
were done and the results actually obtained
with LR H as Research C/S were, apart from
being fun and fascinating, though often on a
hit and miss basis, quite extraordinary!1^
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Some o f the experiments and the results
might even still be o f interest today. Since
those days I have never seen the actual O T
phenomena experienced back then repeated.)
The formula o f C O N TR O L at that time was
basically SCS (Start, Change, Stop), which
has since been extended to SCCS, adding
“Continue” .

It wasn’t only the “receiving” he sought and
intended to teach all o f us to control, but the
item o f 8C, so the Total Identification o f Native
State and Complete Knowingness itself! That
alone can lead to the ultimate state o f FA ITH !

Control/Affinity
As T O T A L C O N TR O L includes COM PLETE
A F F IN IT Y , there is, once total 8C has been
achieved, no further barrier o f dichotomy/dual
ity to be overcome. A t that stage one is no longer
at the point o f being anything but the potential
effect o f having to wait to receive from another
source the particle o f Trust or Faith we
ourselves are lacking. The factors of Distance
and Energy which inhibit ARC, and which make
up the scale o f attitudes called A F F IN IT Y ,
would no longer exist as unwanted persisting
barriers to be overcome. In their stead would be
the KN O W IN G N E S S , the CONTROL, the
TRU ST/FAITH that certain happenings we de
cided should occur, in fact had already occurred
the very moment we decided they should.

An EP which was once assigned
The above would also be the point of CAUSE
O VER TIM E, which was — and maybe still is
on F lag today — the old E P o f OT8. In the old
O T days, i.e. the days when a lot o f research in
“ O T phenomena” was done on the Flag ship and
ashore by LR H personally, and by the research
auditors under his direct Case Supervision in
Las Palmas, Spain, the Mediterranean, Corfu,
Ibiza, and Corsica, 1967/8, experience was gath
ered, and subjective realities obtained in and
with a lot o f O T phenomena and data.

The universe of metaphysics
This has everything to do with the universe o f
metaphysics mentioned by Mark. I was there
when John McMaster (case supervised by LR H )

actually practised levitation (and broke his toe
when he came crashing down to earth!) W e did
a lot o f these things, some of which were
ordered by LR H to be published (John Atack
still has a copy o f the Flag Magazine, describing
some o f the experiments and results we were in
volved in at that time.)
It certainly made “OT” very real. These auditing
experiments did more to create new realities
than anything else I ever noticed, or experienced.
Hence I cannot possibly see how anyone could
say that LRH, or the technology, was lacking in
this realm, or in its allied field of creating new
spiritual realities. “Regaining earlier lost
realities, which exceed the norm ”, would be a far
more accurate description!

Results
The “end level”, as it was seen in those early
S.O. days o f O T research, was called “OT8”. It
had designated as its EP, “CAUSE OVER
T IM E ”.
In these beginning days o f OT research into A p 
plied O T Abilities we continued to strand on
something "mysterious”, later known as the
NOTS and OT8 Banks. These kept on “getting
in the way”. The early Class 10-12 research
started to dissolve these Banks, without our
really being aware o f that fact at that time! The
LRH NOTS development fully resolved the first
lot o f these Banks in the late 70’s. The contents
and the steps to blow the subsequent set of
Banks, run (as far as that was possible back
then) in research many years earlier, have, as
far as I ’m aware, not been published. Those
Banks were later “re-discovered”.

Assigned awareness levels
The old C A U SE OVER T IM E , assigned as their
EP, however, is not a fully correct reflection o f
the true state o f affairs. Such a level o f CAUSE,
although I have once attested to it, has, as far as
I know, not yet been achieved by anyone.
Although it was called that, it couldn’t possibly
have been the true E P o f the old time OT8, no
matter what my considerations about it were at
the time, or whatever I decided at a later stage
upon having rerun the level after SOLO NOTS
completion! Having myself experienced, and on
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occasion as C/S or auditor seen the state experi
enced by others, I have not seen this condition
achieved intentionally and at w ill by anyone
ever. This does not mean that it never will be.
I’m convinced that one day, by the continued use
o f I N B A S IC S , it will be. This then would mean
having reached the Condition o f T IM E L E S S N E S S (at w ill!) and the Case State o f CAU SE
O V E R T IM E !

The metaphysical
One can’t just say that the metaphysical
received no attention from LRH. This aspect,
especially in personal discussions, was very
important to him, but he did not want to
publicly state too much about these subjects,
like also the 8th Dynamic, as he did not want to
put something there which could be (mis)construed as L R H “data” and as such act as an
Eval for others.
I completely disagree with Mark when he talks
about the “limited range explored by LRH ” . I
have had many discussions with LR H and can
not say that his range was “limited” . In fact, I
was always amazed about the fantastic scope of
his knowledge and his unbelievable mastery of
WORDS!
In an earlier IVy I wrote some notes about LR H
in his different hats. That, once an item or area
had caught his attention, he wasn’t thorough in
his investigation, is not something I ever
noticed or wrote.
That he did not publish many items which
should be left to individuals themselves to
discover is something which as Tech Man I’m
glad about. That many o f the things he knew as
a being weren’t written down to be studied by
others is very clear and obvious. He didn’t want
to evaluate what students and pc’s should dis
cover in person. A t the same time he did give us
the Tech to discover these very same things for
and by ourselves, like he also did fo r himself, as
could be seen in his own Solo Folders!

1

Items o f a more esoteric nature frequently deal
with those things which belong purely, innately
to ourselves, like for example the realities and
abilities we regain. This is regardless the later
use we may put those items to. Most o f the data
discovered and published by LR H seeks to re
store S E L F determinism. Hence he preached for
others to discover their own reality. That a lot of
this changed in later years does not alter the
fact that the basic data he published was
dedicated to the discovery o f Life and its Laws
by people (for) T H E M S E LV E S !

Misused data
LRH and very advanced tech training was very
much aware of the matter o f 8C. I f the C o f S’es
wrong gones1 would have to be defined in a few
words, this could be done with “harmful 8C”.
The later years saw a gradual disintegration of
ARC and the arrival o f a K N O W IN G ABOUT-NESS
, which was not pursued to its ultimate
goal of KNO W ING NESS, but which became
D R A M A T IS E D instead, to E N F O R C E D “C O N 
T R O L ”.

The user is not the tech
A lot o f the above may or may not be widely
known, who can say? But it is not good practice
to judge our science on its M ISA PPLIC A TIO N S ,
regardless o f W H O misapplied it. Even the
source of the discovery o f the Scn data and its
main relay point, LRH, was just as subject to its
demands as we all are!
And he too was subject to making mistakes in
its application. The running and “planning” of
the Class V III course (“we can make top audi
tors in 3 weeks!”) was an example of one o f the
mistakes mentioned!
Such mistakes were usually followed by a near
endless amount o f unusual “solutions”, none of
them addressing the basic problem. Others
were very often blamed for the wrong gones!
Apart from being the originator o f this Course, I
was also its first Ship’s Org (then the “Apollo”)
Graduate, and really know all about the over-

A wrong gone is an action which was not correctly completed but which went wrong due to out planning, out execution, or
both.
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boards from very personal experience! The
Class V II I goals o f faultless duplication were,
outside Flag, never realised!

We All Misused the Data
Sure, the threats, etc, it is all true. But Ron, and
therefore Scn, did basically know the mistake o f
compulsive “control”. A lready some o f the oldest
data talks about a most senior o f qualities,
something which squarely opposes compulsive
control, i.e. the quality o f FA ITH !
That reactive effort at a later stage resulted in
the conditions Mark writes about, does not
change the fact that much esoteric data about
love, faith, loyalty, allegiance, etc, did exist in
the philosophy, and that much o f it was used
(especially ARC and T R U S T in the old days!).
A ll the “N a zi trial” stuff Mark mentions, sure, it
happened, I ’ve personally experienced and un
dergone it, in fact more than most. I’ve seen it.
But so what! None o f it makes the Tech and its
Philosophy any the less valid. So, it has been
misused,
misapplied, yet
none o f this
invalidates it. The subject should not be m is

identified with those who misused and misap
plied it — W H IC H IS A L L O F US!
Even Mark’s suggestion that “LR H apparently left
this life disillusioned and bitter” has nothing to do
with the validity of his legacy. Shakespeare al
ready knew, “there never was a philosopher endureth toothache patiently”! The data is not the
main. Its misapplication is not the data.

Disillusion overcome (faith restored!)
Mark and another old friend of mine he
mentions, Hanna Whitfield, and many others
did become disillusioned. Yet, I’m sure, most of
the old SO members who went through this and
who survived, ended up using our own down
turn as a challenge to continue working at the
goal they had originally come into Scn with.
They were working at obtaining Freedom for
themselves and others then, they are still
working at it today, and they are still, each to
the extent he is capable, using the very things
they got from LRH. This includes myself, this
includes Mark, this includes all my old friends,
and, I’m sure, most o f the readers o f IV y!

□

Is our affinity down?
B y Antony A Phillips, Denmark
A friend rang, very angry. So-and-so was audit
in g X action, and didn’t he know that this was
very harmful according to the red volumes when
the pc hadn’t finished Y action? Could he have
the auditor’s phone number? W e agreed that I
would speak to the auditor. This concerned a
training group, otherwise I suppose details o f
the auditing would not have gone so far. So I
told the leader o f the group concerned.
Result was that my friend was told to mind his
own business (it was put much more politely).
Next day he rang me. I was not to tell the auditor.
H e was not angry this time. In fact he said he
had had a number o f cognitions concerning the
matter, and told me at length.
H e was not responsible for field auditing gener
ally. When we split from the church we should
have established an ethics officer and other

posts, but now it was too late. W e who split from
the church had affinity for each other, based on
church times, but we had no common reality. So
apart from meeting on social occasions it was
best not to contact each other.
I don’t agree. W e do disagree on some things,
but we have broad goals and many basics in
common. The new freedom we have is a
challenge. Now we can do much more.
We should increase communication, with
understanding of how ARC works. W e should be
inventive. In present time. Not just repeating last
year’s (or the church’s) actions. W e should be look
ing for new ways to communicate with colleagues.
Ways which suit the individual, and the
individual occasion.
Communication is the pay o f life!
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A View from the Bridge
B y Eric Townsend, England

Chapter Four
The Rehabilitation of a Spirit
In Scientology we describe a spirit as a
T H E T A N . Probably the most readily identifi
able meaning for both terms given in the Tech
nical Dictionary is ’the awareness of awareness
unit’. A thetan who is both aware o f being a
spirit and who is operating from that spiritual
viewpoint is described as an O PER ATIN G
TH E T A N . This is usually shortened to the let
ters OT. Because the auditing and training lev
els above Clear on the Bridge are referred to as
the ’O T levels’, it is assumed that one is not ca
pable of operating as a thetan, as an OT, until
one has completed the OT levels.
This is an understandable misapprehension.
The reality is that every being who is running a
human body is capable o f being OT. Most
human beings are at some time aware o f their
spiritual capacities. There have o f course been a
few extraordinary beings who have appeared in
human bodies, in particular those we know o f as
religious teachers and philosophers. Some were
canonised as saints and others were even
turned into gods. They were probably natural
operating thetans who knew they were exterior
to their bodies and who could take a broader
view o f the M E S T universe from that external
position. There probably have been many more

1

than have been acknowledged in a spiritual con
text. Probably their number includes many
great artists, inventors and other innovators.
A t a more mundane level, an athlete who gives
a super-human performance could be said to be
operating as a thetan at that time. Similarly an
artist or performer who transcends normal hu
man capacities to achieve something outstand
ing could be said at that time to be operating as
a thetan. Likewise an ordinary person who re
sponds to a crisis with courage or determination
beyond normal human expectation can be said
to have operated as a thetan on that occasion.
What happens here probably is that the being
exteriorises from all the normal considerations
o f being a human and reviews the situation
from the much wider perception that is avail
able to a spirit. From that viewpoint, the being
can determine and implement a course of action
which produces a super-human result. The bat
tle to achieve and repeat this is the constant
struggle o f musicians, artists and writers.
While all o f us are capable o f this to some ex
tent, and a few people naturally operate at this
level most o f the time, the difficulty for all o f us
is maintaining stability. The goal o f the OT

Earlier chapters o f this book appear in the following Ivy's: 12, 13, 14 and 15.
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levels is to help someone to achieve
the state o f operating as a thetan
all the time, with no possibility of
being shaken from that state by the
kind o f setbacks that in the past
have overwhelmed him and caused
him to lose these spiritual identity and capaci
ties.

Body problems
The first and most obvious zone o f difficulties
that have reduced a spirit’s awareness and
abilities are those that relate to the body he is
currently involved with. These difficulties can
be observed in Aberrated Behaviour. This is
caused by aberrated mental conclusions and
responses. The body mirrors these aberrations
in its own physical condition. The degree o f
aberration in this relationship depends on the
experience and abilities o f the thetan and body
combination, mostly during this lifetime. This is
the area dealt with by Dianetics and discussed
in the previous chapter.
Th e thetan him self has a condition which is
based on his own bank o f experience and conclu
sions over a period much longer than one body
lifetim e. The thetan brings his own expectations
o f life and living in a body to his combination
with a particular body. W e measure the condi
tion o f the combined thetan, mind and body by
means of the TO N E SCALE. This scale ’plots
the descending spiral o f life from full vitality
and consciousness’ ( Technical Dictionary, and
Self-Analysis p.37). Th e observable point on the
Tone Scale at which a person is operating is a
combination o f the positions occupied by the
thetan and body. It is worth restating that the
thetan and body each have their own separate
position on the Tone Scale. As combined body-thetan
they occupy a third position on the Tone
Scale. The usual pattern for the body is that it
starts high on the Tone Scale as a child and
then starts to drift down with the passing o f
maturity and accumulation o f physical damage.
Th e thetan’s position on the Scale will combine
to pull the body up or down the Tone Scale.
It will be seen therefore that although the expe
riences o f body and reactive mind have to be
handled by Dianetics, so do the experiences and
conclusions o f the thetan, since this is what gov
erns his position on the Tone Scale. Just be
cause we encounter the body as the first and

most visible indication o f the con
dition o f the combination, that
does not mean we can or should
handle the body condition first.
The hazards o f trying to deal ex
clusively with the body as the
first action, were dealt with in the last chapter,
and are the reason why the Scientology Grades
now appear before Dianetics on the Bridge. The
Scientology Grades are the means o f relieving
the thetan from some of the effects o f his experi
ences and thus raising him on the Tone Scale
and to some extent rehabilitating him as an op
erating thetan.
You may well ask — How is it possible for a
thetan without a body to have a bank? I f a
thetan doesn’t have a mind, how can it have a
reactive mind? I f it doesn’t have a reactive
mind, how can it have engrams? So how does it
form a bank?
These are entirely valid questions. In consider
ing a thetan we have moved out o f the M EST
universe. For our purposes here, it is true to say
a thetan is a being without mass who you can
not subject to physical pain. Physical pain is one
o f the essential requirements o f an Engram. A
thetan can’t get physically ill and you can’t kill
him or in any physical sense knock him uncon
scious. H e is in the theta universe, the universe
of thought. The thetan’s bank contains conclu
sions, decisions and postulates. Many o f them
are harmless but others cause him difficulty but
he can’t get to his earlier memories to see how
and why he formed them.
It is only according to the mechanisms of
thought that a thetan can become hung up. The
most logical way to look at the major mecha
nisms, and give them adequate explanation, is
to go through the relevant steps o f the Bridge.
These are the Scientology Grades which in 1981
were relocated before Dianetics and Clear on
the Bridge. This was done to rehabilitate the
basic abilities o f thetan before attacking the re
active mind, so he could go Clear.

Importance of memory
The first o f these Grades or Levels is called ARC
Straightwire. The purpose of this is to put the
thetan back in contact with his own memory
bank. This is not in contact with the reactive
mind, which is part o f the body mind, but with
thetan’s own personal memory bank.
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So what is the mechanism we are
dealing with here that can hang —up
a thetan? To answer this we need to
remind ourselves that the thetan
was on a downward spiral. First he
lost his abilities as a powerful
thetan. Then he lost his memory of
losing those abilities and then lost his aware
ness that he ever had those abilities. A t the
same time as losing his memory o f his experi
ences he also lost his identity.

Technical Dictionary is number 4
in the 1975 edition: ’ the triagonal
manifestation of theta each as
pect affecting the other two’.
^ Straightwire also has a number of
definitions which you should look
at. The best summary definition
for this purpose is to say it is stringing a line
from the T in present time directly to some inci
dent in the standard memory bank without any
detours.

W e can see the same process even in the human
environment. A person becomes what he is by
what he has experienced. W e say that experi
ence builds a person’s character. Loss o f mem
ory is very disorienting to a person because he
doesn’t know what he has experienced and how
that would cause him to behave in particular
circumstances. H e feels like a baby again.

The aim o f ARC Straightwire is to get the
thetan to a state called Recall Release. This has
been achieved when he, the thetan, knows that
he can recontact his own memory bank, that he
has turned round in relation to his deteriorating
awareness and abilities, and that as a result he
w ill not get any worse.

A thetan in the theta universe doesn’t have a
body to identify himself. He draws his identity
and existence solely from his experience. So, for
a thetan loss o f memory is even more serious.
By losing his memory he has lost his experi
ences and thus his identity. So now he is in a de
teriorating state o f inability with no knowledge
that things were ever any different. The next
step down is to lose what little certainty that he
still has that he exists at all.

Before dealing with next ’GRADE’ or ’LE V E L’ it
is desirable to distinguish these two different
terms. A Grade applies to a PC in this context.
The PC is said to have completed a particular
Grade or all the Grades. A Level applies to the
Auditor. The Auditor who takes the PC through
a particular Grade is said to be trained to de
liver that Level or all the Levels. There is
sometimes
confused use o f the two terms,
particularly as sometimes a pair of people train
on each Level and then and co-audit (audit each
other) on that Grade. In the context we are
discussing at the moment it is more accurate to
refer to them as Grades.

Straightwire
The processes at the A R C Straightwire level in 
clude some repetitive processes to rehabilitate
calling up thoughts and memories quickly and
randomly. The bulk o f this level however con
sists o f the processes laid out in the book called
Self-Analysis. In these processes the thetan is
asked to recall specific incidents. He is also re
quired to find a specified PERCEPTICS, such as
smell, colour, sound, etc. These Perceptics are
available because they are part of experiences
he had with a body. H e is then asked to get an
earlier similar incident and finally get the earli
est incident he can. H e may or may not go into
previous lives to get the incidents. This will de
pend on his confront level and whether he feels
secure enough to confront the fact that he has
had previous lives.
But why is it called A RC Straightwire you may
ask. The definition o f ARC is familiar to most
people who have studied any Scientology but
probably the most relevant definition from the

Grades and levels

Communication
The next Grade deals with the subject of COM
M U N IC A TIO N . This subject always comes up
very early in ones involvement with Scientol
ogy. Some people wonder what all the fuss is
about and become impatient with the emphasis
given to communication skills. This is however
to look at the subject from a human point of
view. Human beings can get by with a fairly
rudimentary level o f communication, particu
larly if their lives are following well recognised
patterns o f behaviour in our society. Because
they get through most days with no major
misunderstandings or disasters, they consider
that their communication skills are fine. As a
human being they may be, but as a thetan this
is probably not the case.
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A thetan establishes his identity by
his ability to communicate with 1
those around him and his environ
ment. Our society is geared to pro
vide human beings with a standard
inflow o f safe and predictable com
munication about work, running a
household, body care, being entertained and
bringing up children. There are established so
cial patterns for doing all these things and all a
good citizen is required to do is to follow them. I f
a human or a thetan wishes to originate a com
munication that differs from these social norms,
then it will make major demands on their com
munication skills. A thetan who cannot commu
nicate his own views about his environment and
his condition is forced back into accepting the
generally accepted view o f the norm for himself
or becoming an outcast.
So what hangs up a thetan in relation to com
munication? Firstly there are communication
failures that he has experienced in the past.
Each o f these cause him to doubt his ability to
communicate. There is a second factor which
limits the ability o f a thetan to communicate.
H e may not know, because he has forgotten,
how to communicate. This is why the Communi
cation Course in its various forms is such an im
portant early action in Scientology. Although
the T R A IN IN G RO U TINES, usually referred to
as TRs, were originally developed for training
auditors, it was found highly beneficial to get
the PC to do some TRs, usually in the form of a
Communication Course, before they started on
his auditing.
The increased awareness achieved by a person
doing their first Communication Course is often
amazing. The difficulty that the PC has, is that
he can rarely express in words what he has per
ceived and can easily invalidate those gains i f
he does not do anything to consolidate and
advance his progress.
Let us look at the possible reasons for the con
tinuing success o f this course. Firstly the act of
confronting another person as a thetan, either
with eyes open or shut, brings about an aware
ness to the person, as a thetan, o f what he actu
ally is. The body resistance that has to be over
come also helps the thetan to differentiate
him self from his body. Secondly, in the spoken
drills the thetan re-experiences the benefits of

completing communication cycles.
This restores to him a belief that
he is capable o f communicating
effectively. The extent that a
thetan is able to build on and con
solidate these gains w ill depend
on the co-operation he can get
from his body and mind.
Because people mostly seem to be able to get
what they need to survive at a human level, it is
assumed that communication is proceeding sat
isfactorily. For a thetan however, communica
tion is all he has to establish his existence and
to interact with whatever environment or uni
verse the thetan chooses to be in. A thetan is
without location or form unless he chooses to be
somewhere and take a form with which to inter
act with that environment. The first stage is to
locate. This can only be done by putting out
communication lines to that environment.

Grade 0
In auditing on this Grade, known as Grade 0 or
Grade Zero, the PC runs auditing processes
dealing with communication blocks and difficul
ties. These include looking at times when com
munication went well and times when it went
badly and also finding positions from which it
would be alright to communicate. The PC also
runs processes about his communication to indi
viduals or categories o f people with whom he
has had difficulty. So if the PC has had diffi
culty talking to policemen, the opposite sex or
his Aim tie Mabel, these can all come up on this
Grade. Similarly the PC may have attention on
certain subjects about which he cannot commu
nicate and these may also come up on this
Grade. Whether any particular person or sub
ject comes up or not will depend on whether the
meter shows that it is charged and ready to run.
There is usually a strong correlation between
charge and PC interest. However it is not al
ways true that what the PC is interested in be
fore the session is actually what is holding any
charge. It is commonplace for the PC to be
astonished to find that the item that is holding
charge is one he considered o f no importance.
As in all Scientology programmes, the processes
on this Grade are arranged on a gradient so
that the PC moves from confronting minor diffi
culties in this area to greater ones until at some
point the PC reaches the EN D PH E N O M E N A
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for this Grade. The End Phenomena
are the combined indicators that
the PC has completed a process or
Grade. In the case o f a Grade, the
End Phenomena is when the PC
has regained an A B IL IT Y . On this
Grade the ability regained is to
freely communicate with anyone on any subject.
This is not the only ability to be rehabilitated.
To out flow communication is only one o f four
F LO W S that the thetan is involved in. He also
rehabilitates his willingness to accept communi
cation from others on any subject without resis
tance. He also has the ability to allow others to
communicate to each other without any need to
interfere. Fourthly he no longer resists commu
nication from himself. This flow is the one that
causes understandable confusion. It may mean
different things at different points on the Bridge
and that will become clear as you read this
book. A t this point it may be best to limit our
selves to looking at the communication that
goes on between the thetan and the body. The
thetan and body are in constant communication
and at times this communication line can get
very confused and even stormy. The ability and
willingness to communicate freely with oneself
thus reduces much resistance and tension
within the thetan-mind-body combination.
The state achieved at the end o f the Grade is
known as Communication Release. So what has
been achieved by the PC doing Grade Zero? The
enormous amount o f data in the thetan bank to
do with communication difficulties has not all
been looked at or erased. W hat has been looked
at however are more recent thoughts, conclu
sions, and decisions relating to communication
difficulties and how to handle them. These will
have been produced by recent experiences, usu
ally in this lifetime, and some o f these experi
ences may have been looked at by means of
Straightwire during these processes. The effect
o f looking at them by this means is to achieve
their KEY-OU T. As we saw in Dianetics, KeyOut is different from ERASURE because KeyOut causes the material to move away and
cease to bother the PC at that time. The reason
that it will only key-out is that there will be ear
lier material going back into earlier lifetimes.
Rather than disturb this, it is more efficient to
go for key-outs at this stage because much of the

charge attached to this material
will disappear on the achieve
ment o f Clear.
One other result will probably
have been achieved for the first
time for many PCs during this
Grade. This is the first conscious awareness of
themselves as a thetan or spirit. This is like dis
covering that there is another person involved
in your life who you didn’t know was there but
who at the same time is very familiar. As an
auditor, it is a wonderful privilege to be present
at these beginnings o f reawakening, at the re
birth o f a Thetan!
In the following chapters we will be looking at
the the areas that need to be addressed to reha
bilitate the abilities o f our PC as a thetan.

REFERENCES
Dianetics and Scientology Technical Dictionary
TH ETAN , O PE R ATIN G TH ETAN , ABER
RATED BEH AVIO U R & ABERRATIO N, TONE
SCALE, PERCEPTICS, GRADE & LEVEL,
ARC
&
STRAIG H TW IRE,
REPETITIVE
PROCESS, T R A IN IN G ROUTINES, END
P H E N O M E N A FLOW S & F I, F2, F3 & F4,
ENGRAM, RELEASE, KEY-O U T & ERASURE,
H CO PL 23.10.80 CH ART OF A B ILITIE S
GAINED FOR LO W ER LEVELS AND E X 
PAND ED LOW ER GRADES, BTB 15.11.79 11
O-IV EXPANDED GRADE PROCESSES
Books:
Self-analysis 1951, How to Achieve Effective
Communication 1980.
Note: The book A View from the Bridge can be
obtained from Anima Publications, PO Box 10, Bram
hall, Stockport SK7 2QF, England. The price is £10
plus postage (surface mail). Postage £1 United King
dom, £2 rest of Europe, £3 rest of the world.
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Old tim es...
B y Doro Richter, Germany

Once in a while I run into some people, who
joined the Free Zone after the b ig Exodus in the
early eighties, and who want to know some data
about the history o f independent Scientology. It
seems that these data are harder to get every
year. Many old-timers are still keeping the
data, but there are also many who just threw
them away. But fortunately the data are still
around and they are still wanted.
So we decided to take some o f the data, put
them together, and made them available for the
public in book form. W e called it the “ROOTS”
project. It is incomplete, since we have used
only Captain Bill, OTC and Ron’s Org as
sources so far. There has been, and still is, much
more going on in the Free Zone than in these
groups. M y idea is to get a time track — as com
plete as possible — o f the Independent Move

ment o f Free Scientologists, which shows what
has been going on since 1982 up to PT.
This “time track” should not be commentaries,
but preferably should be made up from all kinds
o f data such as lectures, debriefs, letters,
magazines, newsletters etc. And it should be
available for all independents.
I f you want to help with this project, please get
in touch with me, Doro Richter, Friedlebenstr. 4
D-60433 Frankfurt/Main, Fax 069/51 83 69
The book Roots of the OTC is obtainable from:
A. Groothlus, 35 Lingfield Road, East Grinstead,
West Sussex England. Price is D M 80.- or equiva
lent in £ sterling or US$, outside o f Europe there
is an extra 20 D M for postage. We hope to write a
review o f the book in a future issue. Ed.
D

Continuous creation
B y Antony A Phillips, Denmark

Many things in scn excited me. One o f the early
ones was the cycle o f action: create, survive,
destroy. And again in the 50’s the exciting idea
was put forth that this was only an apparent
cycle. The true cycle o f action is described in
Fundamentals o f Thought. What struck home to
me was that you could not create something and
expect it automatically to survive. I f you didn’t con
tinuously create its existence it would succumb.
True the continuous creation after the initial crea
tion was not as strenuous. Having built a house
(created it), one occasionally painted it and made
sure necessary small repairs were made. Also one
used the vacuum cleaner now and then.
A marriage took some creating. But i f one did
not make some smaller effort to continue creat
in g it, the result, in effect, was no marriage.

The group was continuously created for us by an
organisation, which later called itself a church. Some
of us helped by working up to 24 hours a day, other
by paying fees. That organisation restricted our
freedom. W e left it. Some never went into the trap.
So who is continuously creating the group now?
You and I. W e no longer get glossy magazines
about our group sent for free. W e pay for IVy,
The Free Spirit, etc. And many help with writ
ing, typing, proofing, printing, distributing, and
passing on the good news that these magazines
exist. A pat on the back to all. W ell done.
Once (in the 50’s) the org arranged conferences,
and it still arranges get togethers. Now we have
freedom to do those things ourselves, the way
we want it. Aren’t we lucky! Another back pat.
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Letter from Tools for Thought
The Insight Project:
Uncovering the Roots of Human Nature
Irene Mumford’s original work on Dianasis was
inspired by scientology principles; in particular,
the Axioms and the GPM tech o f the early 60s,
and the phenomena o f the Between Lives Im
plant. Through application o f Dianasis, however,
Irene discovered many principles which were not
contained within scientology, and on the upper
Parts o f Dianasis, she found that even the scien
tology principles needed substantial revision.

nologies also provide a solution to the problems
which scientologists experience in their spiritual
development, due to past misguided conditioning
within the scientology system.
Our new technology — incorporating the Bilat
eral Meter — uncovers the very roots o f human
nature, that hold the spiritual being in a dilemma
o f identity, to which he has previously
succumbed. These roots lead to past lives, human
genetics, the trauma o f infancy and ever-present
cultural conditioning. All must be reliably han
dled, before the spiritual path is realistically avail
able to follow.

Since Irene’ s death, her son Gregory Mitchell has
re-launched the subject under a new title — The
Insight Project — and has begun to incorporate
Irene’s later thinking into revised materials, that
are both more effective and better presented and
explained.

If you would like further information or if you
have specific questions, please contact:

The Project has also become part o f a system o f
personal development which has a much wider
technical base than that o f scientology. The
Mental Development System — the result o f 25
years’ research — incorporates those techniques
that have been proven to be the most valuable,
drawn world-wide from psychologies and applied
philosophies, both past and present It is an ever
growing and open system, and because its struc
ture is soundly based, the whole is much greater
than the sum o f its parts.

Peter Shepherd
Tools for Thought
11 Herberton park
Rialto, Dublin 8, Eire
Tel: (+353) M549354
NOTE: the next Bilateral Meter Course is being
held in Dublin from 7-11 April, price £350. We
recommend you to book now.

The Mental Development System provides an
ideal route onto The Insight Project, and its tech

W e have thought o f having this “Letters
from ...” feature regularly. W e could do
with a better name, and also more
’newsy" contributions. Your idea?

I may not follow my own rules — but I
know the rules.
L. Ron Hubbard, PDC 40, 1952
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Letter from Ron’s Org
What is Ron’s Org and who is
Ron’s Org?
R.O.N.S.

to have the consultation and training — talks with
Captain Bill and practical skill applications — so
letters started to pour in and also many trainees,
wanting the knowledge and skills and wanting to
use them for themselves and then to help others.

That stands for Ron’s Organization and Network
for Standard Technology. It got that name when
an alternative was obviously being established in
1983/1984 in Europe by Capt. Bill Robertson.
Captain Bill was the leader o f it and brought
people together who wanted an alternative when
their bridge to freedom was blocked for them
within the Church.
Lectures and talks began in October 1984, which
is the official date when Ron’s Org started. We
did not start with a building or staff, nor a fully
equipped set-up. W e had individuals willing to
participate — making it possible to have an alter
native available. Captain Bill, having worked
with LRH closely for many years, was asked if he
would stay around in Europe for some time and
give us his knowledge o f what he had been trained
on by LRH. So in these earlier years until 1991,
Captain Bill researched the Ron’s Org Bridge, as
it is called now. Its chart, what can be delivered, is
in the “ Teegeeack” book.
Individuals talked about it to friends — around
Europe, and as far away as America, New Zea
land, Australia, South America and Mexico —
and that resulted in trained field auditors wanting

Who is Ron’s Org? It’s those field auditors that
had the great chance to learn the technical devel
opments done by Captain Bill Robertson during
the earlier years. These representatives are spread
widely around in
Switzerland, Austria, New Zealand, Germany,
Sweden, America, Australia, Mexico, South
America, Portugal, Spain, France...
For an introduction read the first lectures by
Captain Bill Robertson opening the Ron’s Org
(the first lectures are the “ Tech Briefings” No. 1
— 3). They are available, and anyone wishing
further information on Ron’ s Org, please write to:

M. Maloney
c/o Groothuis
35, Ling Field Rd.
East Grinstead
West Sussex

W e would like a more varied range of
pictures. W hy not send one in, or an
idea for our ’tame artist’ to work on.
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You’re a Thetan, Too
Jim Burtles, England

“Tell me Thetan1, if you’re so bloody clever
How come you don’t live forever?”
“Well, young man, I think you’ve guessed,
What I seem to be is only MEST2.”
“My spirit is the part that knows,
and leaves this body when it goes.
I’ll return again, as a little one,
as I always have, since time begun.”
“Thetan, I do find that hard to swallow.
You say there’s another life to follow?”
“Of course, I doubted once, just like you
Before I came to know it to be true.”
“You and I are very much the same.
This life on Earth is just another game,
complete with rules and some prizes too.

I am a thetan ; but then so are you!”
a

1

Thetan — The traditional symbol for thought or spirit is the Greek letter, theta, 0 . A Thetan is the individual himself.

2

M E S T — Abbreviation for Mass, Energy, Space and Tim e which are the material elements o f the physical universe.
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